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#OTalk @OTalk_
Its 8pm which means its #OTalk time. Tonight our topic is @theRCOT Strategic Intentions. Our host for the evening is @SteveGFord &
your support on the @OTalk_ account is @Kirstie_OT. Give us a hello if youre joining in tonight. https://t.co/Yd5pRkQDAL

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Hi! #OTalk

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
#OTalk hi am I in right place

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Hello guys! ! #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Hellooooooo!!! "  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
Hello folks! #otalk https://t.co/pP8T7VpcbW

#OTalk @OTalk_
@katie_crowfoot @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT @RebeccaCus Hi Katie, great to have you with us this evening. Dont forget to
include the #OTalk hashtag in all your tweets, that way people will be able to see them & chat with you #

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Good evening #OTalk from Wrexham. Looking forward to tonight
https://t.co/rmFBghjF5P

#OTalk @OTalk_
@RachaelD_OT @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Hi Rachael, great to have you with us this evening. Dont forget to include the
#OTalk hashtag in all your tweets, that way people will be able to see them & chat with you #

Jennie W. @jwot77
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Hello !  #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Some #OTalk housekeeping & a few things to keep in mind. Please remember that your codes of practice apply online as they do in
practice. This is your chance to engage with your professional body, let be polite, respectful, share, listen, learn & enjoy.
https://t.co/l1ySW6IaBI

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Hiya !  #OTalk
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Steve Ford @SteveGFord
Thanks so much for inviting me to host #OTalk. These are exciting times for occupational therapy and I’m really looking forward to hearing
your views about the future #OTalk

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
RT @OTalk_: Its 8pm which means its #OTalk time. Tonight our topic is @theRCOT Strategic Intentions. Our host for the evening is
@SteveGFor…

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@MaryBoothOT You are Mary & '  dont forget the #OTalk after every tweet!

#OTalk @OTalk_
Dont forget to include the #OTalk hashtag in ALL your tweets/replies, that way everyone can see them in the chat & follow along & engage
with you. (I wont bash you with a leek, promise ( ) https://t.co/OFVGofMoSr

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Hi everyone, I’m tuning in tonight #OTalk @SteveGFord

Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
Evening all #OTalk Hello @SteveGFord

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Hello #OTalk https://t.co/N221Jzfa8r

OT Molly @molllyOT
@SteveGFord Hi Steve - right back at you! Thanks for hosting! #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
@MaryBoothOT Yes just follow the hashtag @OTalk_ @Kirstie_OT I think we might have text issues with #MaMaBooth tonight * +
#otalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
RT @OTalk_: Its 8pm which means its #OTalk time. Tonight our topic is @theRCOT Strategic Intentions. Our host for the evening is
@SteveGFor…

Bethany%  @BethjmOT
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Good evening everyone , )  #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: @RachaelD_OT @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Hi Rachael, great to have you with us this evening. Dont forget to
include the #O…

Bethany%  @BethjmOT
RT @SteveGFord: Thanks so much for inviting me to host #OTalk. These are exciting times for occupational therapy and I’m really looking
for…

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: Some #OTalk housekeeping & a few things to keep in mind. Please remember that your codes of practice apply online as
they do in…

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
You’ll have seen the strategic themes that I’ve picked up through my conversations in the blog, and maybe the video, and that’s what I
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want to focus on tonight. #OTalk

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Hello #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Hiya !  #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
RT @SteveGFord: Thanks so much for inviting me to host #OTalk. These are exciting times for occupational therapy and I’m really looking
for…

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
RT @AliciaRidout: @MaryBoothOT You are Mary & '  dont forget the #OTalk after every tweet!

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@OTalk_ What other vegetable will you use instead? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@OT_rach @MaryBoothOT @Kirstie_OT (  we got you Mumma Booth #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: Dont forget to include the #OTalk hashtag in ALL your tweets/replies, that way everyone can see them in the chat & follow
along…

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
So Q1: How do you feel about these themes? What is missing? What needs to be dialed up? #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
RT @preston_jenny: Hi everyone, I’m tuning in tonight #OTalk @SteveGFord

#OTalk @OTalk_
With all the housekeeping out the way, lets handover to @SteveGFord to kick off tonights #OTalk with question 1. https://t.co/8f8xxNDuGO

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
RT @SteveGFord: You’ll have seen the strategic themes that I’ve picked up through my conversations in the blog, and maybe the video,
and th…

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Loving pikachu -  #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Haneen_wn @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Hi There, great to have you with us this evening. Dont forget to include the #OTalk
hashtag in all your tweets, that way people will be able to see them & chat with you #

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Hello everyone, will just be listening in to night! #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
RT @SteveGFord: You’ll have seen the strategic themes that I’ve picked up through my conversations in the blog, and maybe the video,
and th…

#OTalk @OTalk_
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@AliciaRidout @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Thanking you. My fav )  #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
So Q1: How do you feel about these themes? What is missing? What needs to be dialed up? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Here we go with question 1… #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT .  #OTalk just /  tonight

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@SteveGFord I think the passion for the social movement shared at conference really comes across. #OTalk

BAMEOTUK @BAMEOTUK
Are you online to join tonights #OTalk guest hosted by @theRCOT 's @SteveGFord ?

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @OTalk_: Here we go with question 1… #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@SteveGFord I think the themes are great. As a soon to be returning from maternity leave OT, seeing the world change so rapidly over
the past year has really got me thinking about how OT needs to begin changing with it. Definitely something that is on my mind #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord sure felt it through the tweets. #otalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@AliciaRidout Yes - I thought that really brought the theme to live #OTalk

Rachael (she/her) 0  @RachaelD_OT
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT 1 1 1  Can’t believe I forgot #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Hello #OTalk! 2

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@molllyOT @SteveGFord I would even go further. The profession has changed A LOT since I started my journey as a student a dozen
years ago! #otalk

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Evening folks! #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@BillWongOT @SteveGFord & where are we yet to go?! #OTalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@SteveGFord Generally positive. Do think it's missing something around coproduction, service user and carer voice and experience being
an integral part of shaping our future together. Also wonder if excellence is the right word or if we're looking for quality and innovation?
#OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
Q1. Movement, Excellence, Evolve, Transform. - I do like then, but maybe missing so occupation themed, words, don’t have any further
thoughts but will think on it. #otalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
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@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord While there was a lot of energy immediately after the conference, I am concerned about how and whether
the learning actually translates into practice or how the learning has been transferred on to people who didn't attend. #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@SteveGFord @AliciaRidout I’m really interested in the concept of a social movement but wondered if there is a potential risk of a
perspective of dissent? #OTalk

Jennie W. @jwot77
@SteveGFord I like them! It feels like the profession is ready for change and these themes are a great starting point. #OTalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@SteveGFord The theme of movement and evolve really need to work hand in hand. The profession is as strong as the newest recruits
(beginning at Uni) so we need to ensure diverse cohorts graduating to ensure this happens #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@preston_jenny @AliciaRidout Elaborate please, Jenny! #OTalk

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@molllyOT @SteveGFord well- I think social media really changed the ball game for our profession in the past decade, especially with
#otalk allowing me to connect with folks across the pond that I otherwise would have a much harder time with.

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@SteveGFord I think the main key themes are pushing the profession in the right direction. Co-collaboration definitely need to be dialled
up. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @SteveGFord I think the main key themes are pushing the profession in the right direction. Co-collaboration
definitely…

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@hoffiOT @SteveGFord Agreed. I wd hope co-pro and carers/family are cross cutting? #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@hoffiOT Thanks Rupert - yes that's insightful. There's a lot of wordsmithing to do! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@SteveGFord and another one was climate change and sustainability. OT is taking on this issue more seriously. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@luckyot @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Hi Lucy, great to have you with us this evening. Dont forget to include the #OTalk
hashtag in all your tweets, that way people will be able to see them & chat with you #

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord Very soon after the conference I had to go defend a student forced off placement due to systemic issues
amplified by implicit bias (after I had explained to placement educator and their line manager and the decision was persistent - it would
have been explicit of course). #OTalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@SteveGFord I agree with the feedback you have received re #ValueofOT being one of the most successful campaigns that @theRCOT
has run. Helped with articulating what we do and helped with a sense of collective identity. Wonder if we need value/identity to be a part of
the strategy #OTalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@SteveGFord I think what's missing is the simplicity of going 'back to basics' of the professions...yes, services have changed, and yes,
what we need to offer is changing and evolving but we need to ensure we don't lose what makes us different to other professions #OTalk
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OfficialCAHPR @OfficialCAHPR
The latest #OTalk is underway folks...

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@SteveGFord Id like to see something about our evidence base & efforts to strengthen. I think this would run through each theme, but
particularly 1&2. This should support our power and clarity in our delivery and perhaps this is where we fall short in comparison to other
disciplines? #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT I'm here! I'm late and I'm lurking #OTalk https://t.co/gaatxOVFvc

OT Molly @molllyOT
@MaryBoothOT @SteveGFord Totally agree! Some occupational therapists can become stuck in a rut with everyday practice (same
assessment techniques & interventions) & the greater expansion of clinical work isn't there #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord Very soon after the conference I was also challenged on Twitter by a UK occupational therapy colleague
who didn't understand inclusion and found myself having to repeat a lot of things said on plenary panel. #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@preston_jenny @SteveGFord So more like AHPs into action? #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@SteveGFord @AliciaRidout Just thinking about the theory of social movements and how they are not always perceived as being
positive. Guess we need to figure out how we use this opportunity to facilitate positive change and not weaken our position as a profession
#OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @SteveGFord: @preston_jenny @AliciaRidout Elaborate please, Jenny! #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@TokunboTweetz Yes evidence is vital. Is it that we don't have it? or that we need to be better at pulling together and sharing? #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord At least now there is a recording made public which I can post to save me the energy I use to repeat myself.
Thanks to @theRCOT (  #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@preston_jenny @AliciaRidout Yes - and how we have disagreements about professional issues in a constructive way? #OTalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@SteveGFord @theRCOT We still seem to collectively have some difficulty in concisely communicating what occupational therapy is,
what it means to be an occupational therapist and what our USP is (Unique Selling Point). Identity therefore probably remains a core
theme that needs attention. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Murphlemurph @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Better late than never Deborah #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
@teohjouyin @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord Yes I didn’t attend this year, first time in a long time. There’s work to be done to engage the
membership, I do feel a buzz and interest in engaging more with @theRCOT from those that actually engage online, but not sure how this
is transliterated in the workplace #otalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@molllyOT @MaryBoothOT @SteveGFord I agree...I think sometimes we lose of the value needing to learn and very much fall into 'if its
not broke, why fix it' - this is a sheltered way of thinking and we should always be pushing (individually) to improve our practice #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @molllyOT @MaryBoothOT @SteveGFord I agree...I think sometimes we lose of the value needing to learn and
very much fal…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hoffiOT: @SteveGFord @theRCOT We still seem to collectively have some difficulty in concisely communicating what occupational
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therapy i…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT That is the motto I live by #OTalk

Sustain4 le OT % 5 ♻  @OtSustainable
RT @BillWongOT: @SteveGFord and another one was climate change and sustainability. OT is taking on this issue more seriously. #otalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
#otalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@BillWongOT @SteveGFord Yes! This topic from #OTalk a few weeks back definitely got me thinking more about what is next in our
service for Occupational Therapy!

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@hoffiOT @theRCOT But you all have fantastic stories that describe the impact that you and your service delivers.... how could we make
ore of that? #OTalk

Dr Mary Birken @MaryBirken
Just joining #OTalk now, sorry to be late. Q1: to me the themes work hand in hand, and are positive steps, with Excellence and movement
particularly needing to work together.

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@SteveGFord What’s missing is how we bring people into the profession and how we provide a career pathway across all areas which
OT’s can work in #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@SteveGFord @AliciaRidout Absolutely agree with the need to have and to expect and respect constructive professional disagreement
#OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@hoffiOT @SteveGFord @theRCOT I used in a funding bid recently. Needs more robust data to strengthen. Maybe dial up data? #OTalk

K-OT (she, her) %  @kalessandram
@SteveGFord They resonate for me, i feel that @theRCOT are moving in a positive direction. I am really pleased to see there RCOT
being more political challenging & advocating to reduce inequalities. We really need to show and shout about our skills & excellence.
#otalk

YarnPaw @YarnPaw
@OTalk_ @theRCOT @SteveGFord @Kirstie_OT Hi #OTalk I'm a little delayed but interested to follow the discussion this evening.

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord Agreed but surely this should be made explicit if this is our strategic direction for the future? #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@KatrinaBaldryOT @MaryBoothOT @SteveGFord Totally! Occupational Therapy is such a creative and innovative profession to work in
and we should always be expanding our boundaries until we take over the world! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@hoffiOT @SteveGFord @theRCOT While not all of the profession agree that TEDx is a platform for helping top circulate such, I believe
having an OT student or practitioner being in charge of such operations can help provide OT community opportunities in this department.
#otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @molllyOT: @BillWongOT @SteveGFord Yes! This topic from #OTalk a few weeks back definitely got me thinking more about what is
next in ou…

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@luckyot @SteveGFord I absolutely agree with this…. #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @SteveGFord: @TokunboTweetz Yes evidence is vital. Is it that we don't have it? or that we need to be better at pulling together and
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sha…

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
Q2 Do you feel part of a movement? What could make this a reality? #OTalk

Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
@SteveGFord @preston_jenny @AliciaRidout I wondered about a social movement -because i associate it with politics. And what that
means for our service users? #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz I wonder if people read OTN over BJOT? #OTalk

Jennie W. @jwot77
@SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz I think I partly agree @SteveGFord. We have a great deal of evidence already but we could always have
more, so perhaps it's a bit of both. More collaboration and sharing but more research too. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 2… #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@SteveGFord It’s fantastic that you’re choosing to engage in different ways! It shows an openness which is refreshing #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @DrCConnell: @SteveGFord @preston_jenny @AliciaRidout I wondered about a social movement -because i associate it with
politics. And what…

Dr Heather Baglee @HeatherBaglee
@SteveGFord Q1 - dialed up feminism, feminism, feminism... 7  #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@SteveGFord The latter. We have some, but there is a need for more, over all and also more that is representative of a broader range of
clients that we serve #OTalk

Lelanie 8  @LelanieBrewer
RT @OTalk_: Its 8pm which means its #OTalk time. Tonight our topic is @theRCOT Strategic Intentions. Our host for the evening is
@SteveGFor…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@SteveGFord Yes- participating in #otalk every week when I am able sure make me feel such.

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
@SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz #OTalk evidence for us is there in patient / client outcomes but not easy to to pull out and generalise.
Several attempts have been made to focus research around this but to my knowledge they are small or fizzle out. Very hard to harness
enough people.

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@SteveGFord I am a newly qualified OT. I feel that there needs to be an awareness that while it is easiest to implement changes and
progress through university, we mustn't forget our long-qualified OTs in practice. #OTalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@SteveGFord @theRCOT True. I think that is often how we communicate who we are - through story telling and demonstrating impact
but if someone to ask 30 occupational therapists what occupational therapy is and what an occupational therapist does, would they get a
concise, consistent answer? #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@luckyot @SteveGFord Agreed, especially for those with disabilities and others minority groups. #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@TokunboTweetz @SteveGFord I agree! As an OT working in Eating Disorders and with a very small evidence base for my practice, I
personally find it hard to follow how much the profession is changing in such a specialist patient group #OTalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hoffiOT: @SteveGFord @theRCOT True. I think that is often how we communicate who we are - through story telling and
demonstrating impac…

OT Molly @molllyOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @SteveGFord I think the main key themes are pushing the profession in the right direction. Co-collaboration
definitely…

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@molllyOT @KatrinaBaldryOT @MaryBoothOT I love the ambition! #OTalk

K-OT (she, her) %  @kalessandram
@SteveGFord Think a movement needs to be member led, capturing what people feel is important rather than feeling like it is imposed
from elsewhere #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @SteveGFord I am a newly qualified OT. I feel that there needs to be an awareness that while it is easiest to
implement cha…

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Lelanie 8  @LelanieBrewer
I think a bit of both @SteveGFord #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@SteveGFord Yes it is part of our HCPC and RCOT guidelines to remain up to date, but that gets very hard when you are practicing full
time. #OTalk No OT left behind!

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@EmmaLairdOT @SteveGFord @theRCOT #OTalk

Jo Collier @MassDecoration
@SteveGFord @preston_jenny @AliciaRidout This also links with how the profession can navigate differences in views without falling into
binary thinking of right/wrong, acceptable/unacceptable - managing this could also support #RCOT to be inclusive #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@RebeccaCus @SteveGFord I second @RebeccaCus - especially when these longer qualified colleagues are the ones making the
decisions about which of our newer generations get through to qualification. #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@kalessandram Yes - that's what I'm trying to describe. @theRCOT is all the members not those of us employed #OTalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@SteveGFord I've said it before, and I'll say it again...I'm a huge advocate for talking with students about OT, the fantastic work we do and
the variety of settings we can work in #TrulyUnique Some collaborative work with @InspiringTF could be quite exciting! #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@SteveGFord It feels a little early to say yes. My evierirnce has been one of significant disconnect from RCOT historically, but I like the
idea of our heading towards this as a ‘community’. That would be an achievement indeed #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@SteveGFord We are the engaged audience. How are you going to reach members who are not? Let alone OTs who dont see
membership as good value. #OTalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
#OTalk just remembered it’s Tuesday!

Rachael (she/her) 0  @RachaelD_OT
@SteveGFord I certainly have felt part of a movement over recent months. It feels as though @theRCOT are ready to embrace & facilitate
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change #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@SteveGFord Truthfully, I feel like I’m lurking from the sidelines (much like I’m supposed to be tonight : ) and waiting to see what
manifests. I’m aware opportunities to contribute have been offered, but I’m a little tired of speaking and ready to do… we are a ‘doing’ prof
after all #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @SteveGFord same can be said in many parts of the world. We can be so caught up with what's facing us day to day that
it is hard to keep up to date! #otalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@SteveGFord *Experience! #OTalk

Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
@TokunboTweetz @SteveGFord I agree Toks. Something about the pre-reg education preparing people to understand research, and
make sure this is welcomed by us oldies who've been around a while! #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz I used to read BJOT when it popped on my doorstep but haven’t since it went digital. I
think we’ve chosen to digitise the wrong publication! I’d read a mailshot with articles on my own phone on my commute but does an article
I need the hard copy #otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@SteveGFord Not sure that I do, as I think we still have a lot of divergence within the profession in terms of core purpose, values,
priorities and future direction #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@teohjouyin @SteveGFord This is part of it! We don't want qualified OTs to feel defensive about not staying fully up to date with the fast
progression of the profession. That is when there is a disconnect between student-educator opinions of grades. #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @SteveGFord: @kalessandram Yes - that's what I'm trying to describe. @theRCOT is all the members not those of us employed
#OTalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@Murphlemurph @SteveGFord Community is the way to go together to make the change we need to move forward in how we are as
OT’s #OTalk

Dr Mary Birken @MaryBirken
In terms of what needs to be dialled up- Transforming RCOT will lead to action in other themes. #OTalk & as a mental health OT when I
think of Excellence, I am reminded of the need to build sufficient occupational therapy evidence to be in NICE guidance- this needs to
dialled up.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @luckyot: @Murphlemurph @SteveGFord Community is the way to go together to make the change we need to move forward in how
we are as OT’s…

esthermmc @Esthermmc
@willchegwidden @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz Exactly what I was going to say Will #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@SteveGFord More professional movement and profession projection through social media accounts. #OTalk is amazing and has been a
great way for me to keep in touch with the profession during my maternity leave, but how can we make this transferrable to other social
sites?!

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz That concerns me as a researcher, no offence to anyone publishing within @OTNews,
I’m in that category myself, but it has a very different purpose #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Dont forget those #OTalk hashtags folks #

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @teohjouyin @SteveGFord For sure, taking up placement students on a consistent basis can help! #otalk
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Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@jwot77 @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz And better use of the evidence that is available to us #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@preston_jenny Good point - is it possible for this all to become 'core'? #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@willchegwidden @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz I don't read the hard copy of OT News at all #OTalk

Royal College of Occupational Therapists @theRCOT
RT @OTalk_: Its 8pm which means its #OTalk time. Tonight our topic is @theRCOT Strategic Intentions. Our host for the evening is
@SteveGFor…

Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
@molllyOT @KatrinaBaldryOT @MaryBoothOT @SteveGFord :D #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord Very good point! I know that some people feel reluctant to engage for a variety of reasons. Might be worth
finding out what those are! #OTalk

Royal College of Occupational Therapists @theRCOT
RT @SteveGFord: Thanks so much for inviting me to host #OTalk. These are exciting times for occupational therapy and I’m really looking
for…

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord Brilliant question! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord Very good point! I know that some people feel reluctant to engage for a variety of
reasons. Might…

Royal College of Occupational Therapists @theRCOT
RT @SteveGFord: You’ll have seen the strategic themes that I’ve picked up through my conversations in the blog, and maybe the video,
and th…

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
RT @SteveGFord: Q2 Do you feel part of a movement? What could make this a reality? #OTalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@MaryBirken Yes we are not represented enough in NICE guidelines and how to do this is evidence based practice and ensuring OT’s
are involved in NICE guideline development and this needs the @theRCOT to ensure this is happening #OTalk

Royal College of Occupational Therapists @theRCOT
RT @SteveGFord: So Q1: How do you feel about these themes? What is missing? What needs to be dialed up? #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
Q2, Yes, feel that @theRCOT are being to listen more, to those in the membership that have also frustrating engaged, the professional
body because they are passionate, and working with you often ignites more passion, but for those that don’t take the wrapper off OTnews
#otalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
I worry that they and occupational therapy gets left behind and watered down. Strong, links with government, legislation and policy makers
is key, to embedding OT, and it’s true value to people. #otalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@willchegwidden @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz Do empathise with that! It get even harder in indep practice when you are excluded
from so much! ☹ #OTalk

Royal College of Occupational Therapists @theRCOT
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RT @SteveGFord: Q2 Do you feel part of a movement? What could make this a reality? #OTalk

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
@SteveGFord #OTalk I have felt part of a movement for 40 years now but recently it’s harder to define. How can we make it better - more
opportunities for free shared learning, more focus on success stories in collaboration with patient / service users. Celebrate success in
everyday practice.

Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
@TokunboTweetz @SteveGFord We often work in settings (medical) where there is a hierarchy of evidence - and evidence means RCT
demonstrated effectiveness. We rarely have this, so need to have the tools to explain what we have, and recognise what we need #otalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
RT @HeatherBaglee: @SteveGFord Q1 - dialed up feminism, feminism, feminism... 7  #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@hoffiOT @SteveGFord @theRCOT That sums up the issue perfectly #OTalk and exactly what we need to address

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@SteveGFord I think what else needs to be considered is the use of digital resources/ social media...naturally, we are pulled to now
liaising with colleagues on the other side of the world. Closer work with other countries would be beneficial to learn and improve practice
#OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@BillWongOT @RebeccaCus @SteveGFord I don't know TBH ... I think it also depends on engagement with other forms of CPD,
ultimately people pick and choose to educate themselves about what they deem most important. #OTalk https://t.co/Z6ViLlgGhF

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
@willchegwidden @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz Can be a bit tricky to log on to read BJOT at times too, in me
experience #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@SteveGFord Yes with @AbleOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK and @BAMEOTUK. It is great to see RCOT starting to engage with these affinity
groups and hopefully we will see RCOT leading the way and driving the changes that are required #OTalk

Hayley Samantha AHP Lead @hsbannister
RT @OTalk_: Its 8pm which means its #OTalk time. Tonight our topic is @theRCOT Strategic Intentions. Our host for the evening is
@SteveGFor…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord This is also an American OT community problem, too. I know AOTA is making some
dramatic shifts in its governance structure. Time will tell about the changes. #otalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @molllyOT: @SteveGFord More professional movement and profession projection through social media accounts. #OTalk is amazing
and has bee…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @SteveGFord I think what else needs to be considered is the use of digital resources/ social media...naturally, we
are…

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@SteveGFord Also, I’ve had a right mare accessing the online library on the @theRCOT website in recent months. The kind colleague
who responds to emails has tried to help, but if we can’t access what is already there, it makes things a little hard #OTalk

YarnPaw @YarnPaw
@luckyot @SteveGFord Agree. Getting information about Occupational Therapy before joining RCOT or starting the degree seems to
depend hugely on knowing an OT or having OT treatment. Entry level information is not great. #OTalk

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord I agree #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@SteveGFord Now there’s the million dollar question #OTalk
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Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@BillWongOT @RebeccaCus @SteveGFord It's not just about taking up placement students, it's also learning how to enable them to
learn. FYI Medicine and Nursing in the UK have people taking up PGCerts in Medical / Health Professions Education to enable better
workplace learning #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
RT @RachaelD_OT: @SteveGFord I certainly have felt part of a movement over recent months. It feels as though @theRCOT are ready
to embrace…

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@preston_jenny @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz @OTnews It does. But what data do we have from members about accessing BJOT?
#OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@preston_jenny @jwot77 @SteveGFord In what way? #OTalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@SteveGFord Moving together. Members need to understand what they are getting as part of their membership I only understand now
being part of the specialist sections #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@AliciaRidout @preston_jenny @TokunboTweetz @OTnews Good question - we can look into that...#OTalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@SteveGFord Not really. A movement changes something and comes from a sense of having a strong, collective identity. Sorry to sound
like a broken record but I think we need an identity and know what we value first in order to look together at what we are trying to change
or move. #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
RT @luckyot: @SteveGFord Moving together. Members need to understand what they are getting as part of their membership I only
understand no…

Dr Mary Birken @MaryBirken
@SteveGFord As a MH researcher not in clinical practice I don't fully feel part of a movement. Clinical academic posts would be a way of
bringing clinicians and researchers in clinical areas of practice together to form a strong movement. #otalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
@willchegwidden @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz My* #OTalk

Jennie W. @jwot77
@SteveGFord I feel part of a community but not sure I would call it a movement just yet. It feels like it could become so with a bit of
meaningful engagement with all @RCOT members. #OTalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
RT @luckyot: @SteveGFord Moving together. Members need to understand what they are getting as part of their membership I only
understand no…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @teohjouyin @SteveGFord At my clinical workplace, only I take students before COVID. Still waiting for clearance to
resume doing so. #otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@TokunboTweetz @jwot77 @SteveGFord Although as researchers we are better at dissemination, as clinicians, and I put myself firmly in
this category, we still have work to do in accessing, interpreting and implementing that evidence in practice #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
@MaryBoothOT @SteveGFord Collaboration, True collaboration, something occupational therapy should be world class at, and should be
leading the movement, was big with #recovery models in mental health, but lost the collaboration focus. Feels more token #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hoffiOT: @SteveGFord Not really. A movement changes something and comes from a sense of having a strong, collective identity.
Sorry to…

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
Moving on to Q3:How could RCOT help you to be the best possible occupational therapist? #OTalk
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Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@hoffiOT @SteveGFord Yes a clear identity which is clearly communicated not watered down proud to be an OT campaign ! #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@SteveGFord I also feel the movement isn't as powerful as it could be. I work with OT's that are not RCOT members as they simply
"forget it is there" #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_rach: @MaryBoothOT @SteveGFord Collaboration, True collaboration, something occupational therapy should be world class
at, and sho…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 3… #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@SteveGFord @preston_jenny @TokunboTweetz @OTnews Next England board in Sept?#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@molllyOT @SteveGFord This is also an American problem- about 1/3 of OT practitioners are AOTA members. Majority of AOTA
members are students. #otalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
RT @SteveGFord: Moving on to Q3:How could RCOT help you to be the best possible occupational therapist? #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
RT @SteveGFord: Moving on to Q3:How could RCOT help you to be the best possible occupational therapist? #OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
#OTalk Evening all! Sorry late to the table(t). Strategic developments? Revisit #Rehabilitation & #OccupationalTHERAPY! as key skills.
We are more than assessors, equipment providers

#OTalk @OTalk_
Half way through tonights #OTalk with @SteveGFord. Thanks for all your participation & sharing so far. https://t.co/ezGXxtNf7n

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@MaryBirken @SteveGFord I would like that extending to clinical informatics too. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @preston_jenny: @TokunboTweetz @jwot77 @SteveGFord Although as researchers we are better at dissemination, as clinicians, and
I put myse…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
@SteveGFord More visibility in the media, branding #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@molllyOT Yes - it's a real priority for me to increase membership - and demonstrate our value and relevance #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@hoffiOT @SteveGFord I agree = =  #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@preston_jenny @jwot77 @SteveGFord Agreed! Perhaps collaboration is something that has been missing. But my recent personal
experience has been that there has been an improved movement toward collaboration between researchers, academics and clinicians
#OTalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
@BillWongOT @molllyOT @SteveGFord Any idea why that is? #OTalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
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@SteveGFord The website needs to be more user friendly - it’s awful to navigate! I also think we need to be promoting RCOT and
ensuring we get it right for members but as a member for 18 years we need to moving the profession forward #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@BillWongOT @molllyOT @SteveGFord I think @theRCOT has better membership numbers than @AOTAInc as far as the % of
#OccupationalTherapy population in the UK is concerned. #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@SteveGFord I think it needs to be a combination of moving forward, and bringing it back to the basis of OT. Improvement is good, but not
so that we no longer recognise the profession and don't feel represented. #OTalk

Rachael (she/her) 0  @RachaelD_OT
@luckyot @hoffiOT @SteveGFord Is part of the issue here that the role of an occupational therapist looks slightly different dependent on
the setting? Providing a broad definition often gets lost, but not one singular definition can be used as it would not best capture all
occupational therapy roles? #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@preston_jenny @TokunboTweetz @jwot77 @SteveGFord Yes the dissemination, translation and implementation of evidence based
practice is where we really fall down. And on Twitter/SM sometimes it feels like academia are being very critical of clinicians. Need more
clinical academics #OTalk

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
@preston_jenny @hoffiOT @SteveGFord @theRCOT #OTalk does there need to be a precise consistent answer. Occupational Therapy
is diverse. I tailor my answer to the audience while stating there is more in other fields.

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord I'm here, but I'm only provisionally engaged! I'm open to being convinced that engaging with our professional
body is of value & this question does indeed need alot of thought. I don't need to be engaged once, its an ongoing process of renewal,
engagement and re-engagement #OTalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@SteveGFord Engage with the members have accessible resources usable website connectivity with other OTs ensuring the message of
OT is spread through all levels when we see a promotion event instead of where is OT we should be there we are " #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@SteveGFord I've been qualified since 2016 & just recently found there is an RCOT specialist Eating Disorders Forum even though I
have been a member for some time. Shouting loudly about these forums & advertise more as they are so beneficial to CPD! #OTalk It
could bring more members!

Jennie W. @jwot77
@willchegwidden @preston_jenny @TokunboTweetz @SteveGFord Need more clinical academic opportunities..... #OTalk

Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
@SteveGFord Some thoughts that aren't explicitly strategy but fit in there somewhere - engaging members in decisions on political
lobbying- who decided the priority for these? Members (who are experts) writing position papers for influencing policy, law etc.. #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@SteveGFord I love OT news, it covers everything we need to know - recent OT experiences and learning points, job opportunities,
training, RCOT changes. I dislike the website - it is difficult to navigate and I never feel I know where to go to find the info I want. #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@EmmaLairdOT @SteveGFord I second @EmmaLairdOT 's comments on website #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@Murphlemurph @SteveGFord I do like a good cycle! Do you take something new from each engagement? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@CeeCeeOT @molllyOT @SteveGFord In the US, the message of the leadership class is for the students to be both AOTA and state
association members of where they live. These two combined (along with WFOT membership) cost me $500/yr. #otalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
Sounds like a website revamp is a priority! #OTalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
RT @molllyOT: @SteveGFord I've been qualified since 2016 & just recently found there is an RCOT specialist Eating Disorders Forum
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even thou…

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@preston_jenny @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz @OTnews I think this reflect the work that need to be done to support
OTs on how to interpret and transfer research into practice. #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@SteveGFord As an organisation @theRCOT needs to be bolder and generally more strategic in my opinion #OTalk

Dr Heather Baglee @HeatherBaglee
@SteveGFord #OTalk provide unique, progressive resources that develop practice. Support students during transition from Uni to
practice. Make access easy and user friendly. Some of these exist - continue to develop these.

Ros French @RosFrench1
@SteveGFord #OTalk by promoting the profession to have our unique skills and identity recognised in the diverse settings we all work in.
Providing additional training and development that is accessible and affordable

Jen - Student OT @Jen_donOT
@SteveGFord Raising greater awareness of what OT can offer in the public lexicon. More opportunities for the profession, and clearer
information on how to gain the knowledge/skills needed to advance the profession. #OTalk

Jane Moseley @janiemoseley
@EmmaLairdOT @SteveGFord I third it, you know that somethings there but it’s all difficult to find. A search doesn’t always give sensible
results either #otalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@molllyOT @SteveGFord The visible parts and the engaged parts of @theRCOT are run by volunteers we can only do so much we need
investment from @theRCOT to produce roles to put these strategic plans in place worried that it will come down to SS #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@SteveGFord It would certainly support the themes! #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
Thank you! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@CeeCeeOT @molllyOT @SteveGFord but I think there are people who feel that AOTA has not done enough in terms of advocating for
what truly needs to happen. #otalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@SteveGFord Regular opportunities for members to contribute and develop the @theRCOT & by remaining informed of social matters-
consult with members & collaboratively formulate responses. These matters impact our practice sowe need appropriate and timely
responses from RCOTto support #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@SteveGFord I wish we could be our own union like the CSP instead of being part of UNISON. They we could truly focus on the political
aspects of OUR profession and have a voice that represents just OUR members. #OTalk (and doesn’t affiliate with one political party)

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@SteveGFord Did you really say that @SteveGFord - great idea #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@OT_Consultants @SteveGFord YES! I get so excited about hearing about social prescribing, but you have really summed up the issue -
IT'S OT! Stop stealing the meaning of our job by changing the terminology! #OTalk>

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@DrCConnell @SteveGFord We get updates at Eng board but we dont meet that often and last board was cancelled ?  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @luckyot: @molllyOT @SteveGFord The visible parts and the engaged parts of @theRCOT are run by volunteers we can only do so
much we need…

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
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RT @RebeccaCus: @SteveGFord I love OT news, it covers everything we need to know - recent OT experiences and learning points, job
opportuni…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
@SteveGFord It’s impossible to navigate - have literally just come off it @ #otalk

K-OT (she, her) %  @kalessandram
@SteveGFord I think that we loose a lot of time having to justify why we do what we do to others, we do this but i think having a clear
external identity is helpful and RCOT enable this by being very present in media & politics whenever there is an occupational related
issue. #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@RebeccaCus @SteveGFord Agree to a point but the strength of the evidence might not always help us in a more business or strategic
context #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@OT_Consultants @SteveGFord Hi Zoe, great to have you with us this evening. Dont forget to include the #OTalk hashtag in all your
tweets, that way people will be able to see them & chat with you #

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@DrCConnell @SteveGFord YES! #OTalk

Jennie W. @jwot77
@willchegwidden @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz Yes! I'd like to see BJOT being brought back in paper copy - use
recycled paper for the environmental considerations. Not everyone can, or likes to, read online all the time. #OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
@EmmaLairdOT @SteveGFord #OTalk it's not intuitive, it's not changed in format for years.

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Much more political!

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@SteveGFord Yes !!!!! And easier access to BJOT can’t remember last time I read one as every time I set the reminders they don’t work
#OTalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@SteveGFord My best experiences of @theRCOT have been through people like @RCOTPolicyWales who actively engage with
members and has a great skill, like an interpreter - weaving the threads together of national, political, social, local and daily practice
together with relevance to all #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@RachaelD_OT @luckyot @hoffiOT @SteveGFord agree! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@luckyot @molllyOT @SteveGFord @theRCOT and same can be said across the globe, too! I one time had a student from my
leadership class said that he couldn't believe many our association leadership positions are voluntary (not paid) positions! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RosFrench1: @SteveGFord #OTalk by promoting the profession to have our unique skills and identity recognised in the diverse
settings we…

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@willchegwidden @SteveGFord Oooo I didn't know the CSP had their own union. #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord Nah, I'm not greedy!" There is just no space to engage and then rest on our laurels. I'm sorry to say I feel
we are at a fairly low starting point and momentum is really vital #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@EmmaLairdOT @SteveGFord Not long since last one! I know an award winning agency if you need a view "  #OTalk
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OT Molly @molllyOT
@luckyot @SteveGFord @theRCOT Absolutely! Hopefully in collaboration with the strategic themes from tonight this can be considered
for action planning for the future of OT and RCOT #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @HeatherBaglee: @SteveGFord #OTalk provide unique, progressive resources that develop practice. Support students during
transition from…

K-OT (she, her) %  @kalessandram
@SteveGFord Harness our creativity and skills with more opportunities to learn from each other #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@teohjouyin Haven’t we just had one A  sure I went to a focus group not long ago #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @preston_jenny @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz @OTnews I think this reflect the work that need to
be done to…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @kalessandram: @SteveGFord I think that we loose a lot of time having to justify why we do what we do to others, we do this but i
think…

Jane Moseley @janiemoseley
@molllyOT @SteveGFord Agree information on specialist sections and forums are hard to find. Though another issue is that the grouping
of specialisms seem outdated, I have not found one that would be relevant to my area of work for years #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @molllyOT: @luckyot @SteveGFord @theRCOT Absolutely! Hopefully in collaboration with the strategic themes from tonight this can
be consi…

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
@OTalk_ #OTalk hard one. Perhaps engage Unison in promoting the diversity of Occupational Therapy. Helping each OT to best they can
offer more interactive online learning, support and focus groups. Not always in day time

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord Nah, I'm not greedy!" There is just no space to engage and then rest on our laurels.
I'm sorry t…

Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord Does the England board inform, not just receive? And how does the board get the input of the wider
membership? Boards should be active, advisory and constructively challenging. #OTalk

Jennie W. @jwot77
@willchegwidden @SteveGFord Yes again Will. I used to be in the RCN and it was awesome having a union that really understood the
profession. #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@janiemoseley @molllyOT What area is that Jane? #OTalk

Hayley Samantha AHP Lead @hsbannister
@SteveGFord - Support with workforce planning/case load planning - Bigger and bolder voice - More opportunities to engage with RCOT -
Big push on Research #OTalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@RosFrench1 @BillWongOT @SteveGFord Working collaboratively with other organisations like @thecsp @rcpsych as well #OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
@Murphlemurph @SteveGFord #OTalk I've been a member for 41 years, but have rarely engaged actively with @theRCOT, only since
retiring have I had an active connection.

Zoë Belford @OT_Consultants
@RebeccaCus @SteveGFord #OTalk There’s a place for specialisms, but it doesn’t mean we just drop off the other skills we have.
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Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@teohjouyin @SteveGFord The CSP is both the professional body and the Union, essentially. A big part of our RCOT feed goes directly to
unison if I’m not mistaken? #OTalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@willchegwidden @SteveGFord None of @theRCOT membership fees go towards any Unison political fund #OTalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@SteveGFord From a national picture point of view, joint work with @NHSEngland to promote our profession and speak on behalf of us to
demonstrate what we do and what our potential is. We're still very much the underdogs and equipment providers #OTalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@SteveGFord @theRCOT @RCOTPolicyWales I think there is something that can be learnt from this. Interactions with
@RCOTPolicyWales always leave me encouraged about what I am doing, listened to, valued and positively provoked to explore
something in more detail or develop my practice in new ways. #OTalk

Rachael (she/her) 0  @RachaelD_OT
@SteveGFord Dare I say that @theRCOT promoting occupational therapy will not necessarily make us better OTs… supporting research
& the development of outcome measures/assessment tools/best practice guidance may be a better use of time initially #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@luckyot @molllyOT @SteveGFord @theRCOT I agree as a former Chair of the @RCOT_NP but we can strengthen and build on the
relationships and collaborations between the volunteers and @theRCOT to make best use of all the skills and expertise #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@preston_jenny @RebeccaCus @SteveGFord I think its comparable to nursing equiv. Just need to use it as a front door to the evidence
and support writing for pub, like @otwg_gcu #OTalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
@therapy2optimum @EmmaLairdOT @SteveGFord I’d like an RCOT App, especially for use on a tablet to access BJOT. #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@luckyot @SteveGFord Same!! #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Way too expensive for people who want to be part of two or three #otalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@SteveGFord By recognising some OTs are disabled. RCOT conferences, courses, website, etc. are not accessible. OT degrees are
delivered on the assumption that students are non-disabled. Disabled students struggles to get placements. Disabled newly qualified OTs
struggles to get jobs. #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @annekeen55: @willchegwidden @SteveGFord None of @theRCOT membership fees go towards any Unison political fund #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@preston_jenny @SteveGFord Of course, and there needs to be a space for this as well. It would be really interesting, as a band 5, to be
able to read about bigger service issues rather than just the (very interesting) intervention articles/pages. #otalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@SteveGFord there needs to be support for those stuck at a level and opportunities within RCOT to build skill set. I know many band 6s
stuck because there is no movement in the profession, no opportunitieS. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@SteveGFord #OTalk This latest version wasnt that long ago. We (members) were involved in project Phineas, did card sifting exercises
& focus groups… B

Rachael (she/her) 0  @RachaelD_OT
@margaretOT360 @luckyot @hoffiOT @SteveGFord But does that then become a bit ‘wishy washy’ for people to understand? #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@SteveGFord #OTalk yes I agree about the website. Now BJOT is online maybe having emails informing us what is included? I read OT
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News but only search for articles as needed

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@willchegwidden Actually, you might be right. I think I might have noticed a change in the journal search section actually, and not
necessarily for the better! #OTalk Also, we seem to have lost access to @thewfot bulletin.

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
@teohjouyin @willchegwidden @SteveGFord Me neither! #OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
@jwot77 @willchegwidden @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz #OTalk I never read it now it's digital. It doesn't offer anything
to attract my attention.

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@margaretOT360 Not very helpful if we're trying to engage more people?! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@willchegwidden @SteveGFord Hear hear = = =  #OTalk

Sarah_Dzu @sarah_dzu_OT
@SteveGFord Member engagement around issues via polls/surveys and clear feedback. As an Rcot member I feel things happen behind
closed doors and I'm not part of the decision making process. Part of what motivated me to become a ssnp forum member. #OTalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@EmmaLairdOT @SteveGFord Lack of clinical posts higher up the bands is damaging across the NHS and ?causes an issues with
retention #OTalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@willchegwidden @SteveGFord We need more BAOT Unison reps #OTalk

Sustain4 le OT % 5 ♻  @OtSustainable
@SteveGFord Q3 #OTalk To Create The Best Occupational Therapists We Need To Learn Why Those Are Leaving The Profession C  To
Hear 'Why' Those Are Leaving, Which May Lead To Our First Priorities #SustainingTheWorkforce

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
Shall we move on to Q4 What do you think are the biggest opportunities for occupational therapy over the next ten years? How do we
grasp them? #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@preston_jenny @luckyot @SteveGFord @theRCOT @RCOT_NP There are so many people out there who are not directly involved with
amazing ideas for the future of this profession! I wish we could pick all their ideas out of their brains! #OTalk

Jane Moseley @janiemoseley
@SteveGFord @molllyOT Lots of different ones, proactive care with GP surgeries, High Intensity User Lead, now Post-Covid… no-where
for the more diverse roles #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@RachaelD_OT @SteveGFord @theRCOT Need to point out some of the funding hasnt increased in years....£2k for innovations? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 4… #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @CeeCeeOT: @therapy2optimum @EmmaLairdOT @SteveGFord I’d like an RCOT App, especially for use on a tablet to access
BJOT. #OTalk

K-OT (she, her) %  @kalessandram
@OT_Consultants @SteveGFord Yes i get so frustrated when i see another article about how GPs recommend gardening or psychologist
s recommend knitting for all etc. There are so many opportunities to show the breadth & depth of our skills but we haven't been there as a
profession. We should be #otalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
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@margaretOT360 Agree - I'd love to be a member of 2/3 specialist sections but just cannot afford it #OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
@SteveGFord @molllyOT #OTalk engage with #RetiredOTs, the attrition rate in membership is huge. Give us something to want to be
members for!

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@RachaelD_OT @luckyot @SteveGFord I think it's more about what is our distinctive? How do people know that they have met an
occupational therapist? What is our lasting aroma?.. perhaps I'm going a bit too far with that last one?! #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@annekeen55 @SteveGFord @theRCOT I realise that but there are still affiliations that are determined at an organisational level MUCH
bigger than RCOT membership. Feel the OT voice is lost in unison compared to how the CSP works. #OTalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@willchegwidden @SteveGFord @BAOT @theRCOT’s union is affiliated to Unison #OTalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@KatrinaBaldryOT @SteveGFord I totally agree … there is no where to go for many of us stuck at a level and trying to move into other
specialist areas can be tricky. #otalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @RebeccaCus: @preston_jenny @SteveGFord Of course, and there needs to be a space for this as well. It would be really
interesting, as a…

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
RT @kalessandram: @OT_Consultants @SteveGFord Yes i get so frustrated when i see another article about how GPs recommend
gardening or psych…

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
@SteveGFord #OTalk I recall the first website and all the attempts to change and update it. We never seem to get what RCOT pays for.

Sarah_Dzu @sarah_dzu_OT
@SteveGFord The website is an abomination& needs a massive overhaul. I am regularly embarrassed. It would be a wonderful source of
information for members and to direct patients ... but it would be easier to understand complex astrophysics than navigatate the rcot
website at times D  #OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
#OTalk yes, definitely. Our #Legacy as OTs is enormous!

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
@SteveGFord Working with people with long term conditions, and who are economically socially disadvantaged by disability #otalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
@MaryBoothOT @OTalk_ Ensuring services understand in generic role there is still a place to practice occupational therapy and that
should be valued, as a key skill for generic role job descriptions, also rally services to think wider, the skills of a ward manager? Why only
open to a nurse? #OTalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@SteveGFord Long term plan community services focus on meaningful routine, work balanced lifestyle we should be leaders in this not
going hang on what about OT’s we have been doing this for years ! #OTalk

Dr Mary Birken @MaryBirken
Q3: #OTalk RCOT could engage more actively with clinicians and researchers to support the conduct of robust service evaluations &
identify priority areas that can support research capacity building to increase evidence base

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@EmmaLairdOT @SteveGFord I've recently got a job as a clinical B7 in the hope of completing an MA and becoming an ACP. The clinical
post is brand new to the trust so its a great opportunity for AHP's & Nurses. Not sure what I would have done if the job hadn't become
available... #OTalk

Jane Moseley @janiemoseley
@SteveGFord Having access to meetings, CPD and training online has been a revelation, as an OT with a disability it’s meant that the OT
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world has opened up to me again. Please maintain this #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @preston_jenny @SteveGFord Of course, and there needs to be a space for this as well. It would be really
interesting, as a…

Hayley Samantha AHP Lead @hsbannister
@SteveGFord - Our voice heard in local and national policy (OT is hardly ever listed as essential treatment, it's an add on when often the
core need) #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @SteveGFord By recognising some OTs are disabled. RCOT conferences, courses, website, etc. are not
accessible. OT degr…

Jennie W. @jwot77
@margaretOT360 Agree - I don't want to be "tied in" to just one specialist section - too curious for that. I don't have the funds for more
than one though....How do we expand our knowledge base by imposing such strict boundaries? #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@SteveGFord Reflecting on our core principles, focuses and motives within the profession I personally think there is a greater opportunity
for occupational therapy to be pushing leadership roles in more MDT teams especially within mental health services #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @kalessandram: @OT_Consultants @SteveGFord Yes i get so frustrated when i see another article about how GPs recommend
gardening or psych…

K-OT (she, her) %  @kalessandram
@SteveGFord Yes, its really time consuming to find what you need #OTalk

YarnPaw @YarnPaw
@MaryBoothOT @OTalk_ Variety of times essential to increase engagement. #OTApprenticeship students balancing study and work want
to participate to add value and depth to our study and day jobs, but as junior staff commonly have most diverse shift patterns to work
around. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord True... and maybe some sort of a mentoring program for BAME/BIPOC/students with diverse
backgrounds. #otalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@SteveGFord The development and working together with groups that have developed through social media @BAMEOTUK
@LGBTQIAOTUK @AbleOTUK bringing the community together not being in perceived competition #OTalk

Zoë Belford @OT_Consultants
@RebeccaCus @SteveGFord We need representation at the highest level…sometimes the AHP umbrella results in less representation…
we need OT directors, rather than AHP directors, we all do very different jobs and all are equally important.#OTalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@hsbannister @SteveGFord Yet often patients can't be discharged from hospital without an OT assessment...#OTalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
RT @janiemoseley: @SteveGFord Having access to meetings, CPD and training online has been a revelation, as an OT with a disability
it’s mea…

Matt Finch @DrMattFinch
@mmolineux such a great #OTtalk from @SteveGFord of @theRCOT - time for a bit of scenario planning?

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@OTalk_ @SteveGFord GDS design process is brill for this sort of co-design #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@annekeen55 @willchegwidden @SteveGFord @theRCOT I (@Kirstie_OT) agree on this aspect. Currently battling with
@unisontheunion as I dont feel they are working for me as an OT in social Care, all talk of NHS payrise & nothing about our measely
1.75%. No buses & icecream campaigns for social care! #OTALK

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
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@margaretOT360 Agreed especially when we have to pay for RCOT membership and HCPC registration but also recognising that some
of us works in areas where there are overlapping specialisms. #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@molllyOT @SteveGFord #OTalk and in community physical settings

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @OT_Consultants @SteveGFord YES! I get so excited about hearing about social prescribing, but you have really
summed up the…

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
@MaryBoothOT @OTalk_ Although some organisations, are beginning to be more inclusive went it comes to clinical backgrounds and
jobs traditionally seen has a nursing profession. #otalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
#OTalk agreed.. we need to decide what the #BasisOfOT is.

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @SteveGFord: @margaretOT360 Not very helpful if we're trying to engage more people?! #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@annekeen55 @SteveGFord @baot @theRCOT I thought BAOT was our professional body- all the union features are UNISON? #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Aura perhaps E #otalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
RT @OT_rach: Q1. Movement, Excellence, Evolve, Transform. - I do like then, but maybe missing so occupation themed, words, don’t
ha…

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@SteveGFord I think our professional identify is important and we must not loose sight of our specialist skill set. We enable participation
and engagement in occupation and sometimes there is lots of innovative work but we must remind ourself of the vale of occupation. #otalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @sarah_dzu_OT: @SteveGFord Member engagement around issues via polls/surveys and clear feedback. As an Rcot member I feel
things happen…

Jennie W. @jwot77
@therapy2optimum @willchegwidden @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz I set up email alerts so I know when it's published
online but I love a paper mag that I can read and highlight and dog ear and go back to over and over again. #OTalk

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
@willchegwidden @SteveGFord #OTalk we are too small to have our “own union” Unison serves us well. It’s the best we have had. I recall
when we did have our own it didn’t have the power needed.

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@SteveGFord Meaningful Collaboration with experts by experience developing together #OTalk

Dr Kim Stuart % % %  @KimStuartOT
Q4: we need to grow our workforce and look at how we can ensure diverse opportunities are available for all entry routes. A good start
would be revisiting standards of education, promote inclusivity, broaden career pathways inside and outside health& social care #OTalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
@OTalk_ @annekeen55 @willchegwidden @SteveGFord @theRCOT @Kirstie_OT @unisontheunion As another ASC OT, I agree
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @OT_Consultants @SteveGFord It is a topic I am thinking about including for a future TEDx event next year. Time will tell
if I can make that work. #otalk

Dr Heather Baglee @HeatherBaglee
@SteveGFord #OTalk @SteveGFord See OT education as a real opportunity to create a strong identity from entry to graduation onwards -
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support the early career phase and help prevent system overload. Foster the 'just graduated' enthusiasm.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @preston_jenny: @RebeccaCus @SteveGFord Agree to a point but the strength of the evidence might not always help us in a more
business or…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@SteveGFord Rehabilitation, I feel so passionately about this, we mustn’t lose sight of the hugely important role we play in ‘proper’
rehabilitation #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@luckyot @SteveGFord In my service development role a big part of the work was putting OT at the front of the queue instead of falling
behind the team and relying on referrals. After 10 years without an OT it was tough to do, but so worth it! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @luckyot: @SteveGFord Yes !!!!! And easier access to BJOT can’t remember last time I read one as every time I set the reminders
they don…

priti bhagat @pritzOT
@SteveGFord Hoping for alot more Occupational therapists working in primary care GP centres and more uptake and established roles
for occupational therapy advance practitioners and professional leads. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hoffiOT: @SteveGFord My best experiences of @theRCOT have been through people like @RCOTPolicyWales who actively
engage with members an…

Becky Keating @BeckyKeating2
I've found more of a sense of belonging in the past few years as an Occupational Therapist. Forging a strong professional peer network,
building a shared strategy, with commitment to improving both access to and career opportunity for OT has been key in #OTtalk
@SomersetOT

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @janiemoseley: @molllyOT @SteveGFord Agree information on specialist sections and forums are hard to find. Though another issue
is that…

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@BillWongOT @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord @BillWongOT like the idea - would suggest this be done on conjunction with
@BAMEOTUK @AbleOTUK and @LGBTQIAOTUK in spirit of 'nothing about us without us' #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @janiemoseley: @SteveGFord Having access to meetings, CPD and training online has been a revelation, as an OT with a disability
it’s mea…

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@SteveGFord More representation of OT in leadership roles opportunities in senior leadership roles and career pathways #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @hsbannister: @SteveGFord - Our voice heard in local and national policy (OT is hardly ever listed as essential treatment, it's an add
o…

Matt Finch @DrMattFinch
@SteveGFord One of the things @mmolineux & I have been doing with @GriffithOT is using scenarios and foresight tools to find the right
questions & perspectives to challenge assumptions about occupational therapy's future @OTalk_ #OTalk https://t.co/jAKJYeUA4S

Sharon Gallagher @gallmorr22
@SteveGFord #OTalk using our unique skills to support those with long covid in all areas of self care, productivity and leisure.

Sustain4 le OT % 5 ♻  @OtSustainable
RT @OtSustainable: @SteveGFord Q3 #OTalk To Create The Best Occupational Therapists We Need To Learn Why Those Are Leaving
The Profession C …

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@janiemoseley @molllyOT @SteveGFord Maybe a community of practice model would make sense... where they can be formed based
on needs. #otalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
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@SteveGFord Perhaps a re-think re specialist sections? We are a profession that works with people holistically - the whole person and
their environment yet we've got loads of specialist sections that we have to pay for separately to be a part of each? Collective cost is high.
#OTalk

Hayley Samantha AHP Lead @hsbannister
@KatrinaBaldryOT @SteveGFord Yes! #OTalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
RT @SteveGFord: Shall we move on to Q4 What do you think are the biggest opportunities for occupational therapy over the next ten
years? Ho…

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
@SteveGFord Connection, communication & community are key. I've definitely felt a more consistent sense of all more recently but have,
together with @LGBTQIAOTUK et al, worked for it. Ideal = profession/professional body that captures sense of belonging & community
right from word go #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@molllyOT @luckyot Would love to hear more...#OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
#OTalk this has been a large part of my work. All ppl with #LTCs are disadvantaged, especially in rural communities.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hsbannister: @SteveGFord - Support with workforce planning/case load planning - Bigger and bolder voice - More opportunities to
engag…

OT Molly @molllyOT
@hsbannister @SteveGFord Agree! OT is not a recommended treatment within the NICE Guidelines for Eating Disorders but it is so
essential to patient's recovery journeys. Such lack of evidence base for OTs in Eating Disorders! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Into our last 10 minutes of tonights #OTalk with @SteveGFord #  https://t.co/lvksQye3FT

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
@SteveGFord Developing roles with social care - we’re very underrepresented in local authorities and there’s so much scope for OT
intervention #OTalk

Sarah_Dzu @sarah_dzu_OT
@SteveGFord Promotion of the professional at secondary school level as an exciting an invovative career choice. More focus on
apprentice scheme to encourage a diverse workforce. #OTalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
I am passionate about OT @SteveGFord but I know there are many who have left the profession and we need to understand the reasons
why and strengthen our profession. #otalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@margaretOT360 Thanks for bailing me out of that one! Couldn't find the right word! #OTalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@SteveGFord We as a profession bringing equitable services for physical and mental health holistic service development and delivery
#OTalk

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@SteveGFord Now, more than ever, the need for OT's in the community. OT work is moving to the community (assessments in patients
home is where it's AT) yet, there appears to be little support/ evidence/ resource to promote this. Also the lack of community rotations at
graduate level #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@hsbannister @SteveGFord I think it's a collaborative effort between our OT associations and each of us individually. What we can
contribute will help make our associations better IMO. #otalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
RT @molllyOT: @SteveGFord Reflecting on our core principles, focuses and motives within the profession I personally think there is a
greate…
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Sharon Gallagher @gallmorr22
@SteveGFord #OTalk not letting managers dilute our profession, staying true to our cor values.

Matt Finch @DrMattFinch
@SteveGFord (It means, rather inconveniently, we don't have quick tweetable answers right now...but we aim to foster ever richer and
more challenging questions about what comes next for the context OT inhabits) #OTalk @otalk_ @mmolineux @GriffithOT
https://t.co/8O6KBsvej4

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@hoffiOT @RachaelD_OT @luckyot @SteveGFord > >  mmmm nothing beat the smell of an occupational therapist #OTalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
RT @pritzOT: @SteveGFord Hoping for alot more Occupational therapists working in primary care GP centres and more uptake and
established ro…

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@SteveGFord I'm really happy that @theRCOT under @SteveGFord is making more effort to engage with grassroots and I hope this is
kept up in the long run. I'm sure it will help this agenda item a lot! #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@MaryBoothOT @SteveGFord I’m interested, what are the risks of being “too small”? Could we not have relationships with other “smaller”
unions like CSP? Just trying to “think big” here (pun intended) #OTalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@OTalk_ @SteveGFord I was only meant to be lurking tonight @SteveGFord. #otalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
Last question! 5.What would make you proud of your professional body? What values are important to you? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_Consultants: @RebeccaCus @SteveGFord #OTalk There’s a place for specialisms, but it doesn’t mean we just drop off the
other skills w…

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@SteveGFord Support and promotion of developing practice skills. Guidance for developing management/business skills as
@preston_jenny highlighted. Combo of developing the standards for students/university experiences AND a method of keeping current
practitioners up-to-date. #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@SteveGFord Replies to this just show a great diversity of thinking! The more we can makeour presence felt and step forward to manage
projects small and large, we will make an impact. #OTalk

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
@jwot77 @willchegwidden @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz #OTalk happy with digital journal and I’m old.

Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
Again not strategy - but medics where i used to work had weekly 'academic' programme. Case discussions, research presentations
supervision - over 2 hrs/week, in addition to any courses - can we influence big employers to respect this in a revised A4F?! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @SteveGFord Support and promotion of developing practice skills. Guidance for developing management/business
skills as @pre…

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@SteveGFord I loved what you had picked up.. we need a good elevator pitch to help others understand #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @OTalk_ @SteveGFord I was only meant to be lurking tonight @SteveGFord. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @willchegwidden: @MaryBoothOT @SteveGFord I’m interested, what are the risks of being “too small”? Could we not have
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relationships with…

Jane Moseley @janiemoseley
@SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord And disabled OTs struggle to stay in jobs. This needs to be a priority, we should be the profession
leading with this but instead we are lagging behind. Experience of asking for adjustments like a different chair at RCOT on a course was
awful, and there was no help at all #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@SteveGFord @luckyot I was told the team wanted a Care Coordinator & not an OT, now the team has 2 OTs. Amazing! #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
This has got to be one of the priorities enhancing the visibility and opportunity to showcasing the profession in every GP surgery #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @SteveGFord Now, more than ever, the need for OT's in the community. OT work is moving to the community
(assessments i…

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @CeeCeeOT: @SteveGFord Developing roles with social care - we’re very underrepresented in local authorities and there’s so much
scope fo…

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
@MaryBoothOT @OTalk_ Helping policymakers understand that the NHS is good. As a service we get people through the worst of it.
However, therapy’s, social care & general after care is messy, complex and full of red tape, - which is a completely different set of skills to
negotiate. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @luckyot: @SteveGFord We as a profession bringing equitable services for physical and mental health holistic service development
and del…

Missy G @missy_g__
@molllyOT @BillWongOT @SteveGFord Yep. I am definitely thinking about, and including a sustainable environment in my discussions
with myself and others! #sustainableOT #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @sarah_dzu_OT: @SteveGFord Promotion of the professional at secondary school level as an exciting an invovative career choice.
More focu…

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@KimStuartOT @SteveGFord @NatMatchOT Absolutely agree @KimStuartOT #otalk

Dr Kim Stuart % % %  @KimStuartOT
@SteveGFord That’s a brilliant question, has anyone been able to find them written down? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 5 & last one of the night… #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@preston_jenny @SteveGFord ThisF definitely #OTalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@SteveGFord Providing our profession a meaningful voice and engaging with all members so we don’t have to say the Statement What
about OT’s? #OTalk

Jennie W. @jwot77
@SteveGFord To really tell people what it is that we do as a profession - be loud and proud and don't um and aw when someone asks
what it is that an OT does - Own it! Ensure newly qualified OTs are supported in their roles to help prevent burnout and offer support
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where it's needed. #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@SteveGFord @preston_jenny Exploring the barriers to engaging in RCOT for current practitioners and students. I think we should have
a goal to have 75%+ of current students signed up to RCOT, in time this will filter through the profession. #OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
@SteveGFord #OTalk @SteveGFord we need to condense our practice, purpose & direction into the true essence of OT. We are trying to
spread ourselves too thinly. Enthusiasm & innovation is great, but..

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
This is a massive part of our USP #otalk yet we don’t always encourage it’s development

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@EmmaLairdOT @SteveGFord In the US, one issue is workforce saturation in certain geographical areas. And then another issue is
career prospects, especially for assistants. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @molllyOT: @hsbannister @SteveGFord Agree! OT is not a recommended treatment within the NICE Guidelines for Eating Disorders
but it is s…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hspenceruk: @SteveGFord Connection, communication & community are key. I've definitely felt a more consistent sense of all more
recentl…

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@molllyOT @SteveGFord Brilliant !!!! #OTalk

Dr Kim Stuart % % %  @KimStuartOT
@SteveGFord And are they unique to occupational therapy B or should they be B  #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @DrMattFinch: @SteveGFord One of the things @mmolineux & I have been doing with @GriffithOT is using scenarios and foresight
tools to fi…

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@SteveGFord The impact of COVID has meant that services like mine are asking more about functional impact on new referrals and
during ax. This gives me room to G  from an occupational perspective in MDT and they’re now asking for more OT thinking (and doing)
#OTalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
@KatrinaBaldryOT @SteveGFord Also mixed rotations - many times NQOTs don’t get the opportunity to rotate into MH settings #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @jwot77: @SteveGFord To really tell people what it is that we do as a profession - be loud and proud and don't um and aw when
someone as…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@gallmorr22 @SteveGFord But we also need to provide the evidence to the managers to help them understand where we add value and
cannot be replaced by anyone else #OTalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @SteveGFord: Shall we move on to Q4 What do you think are the biggest opportunities for occupational therapy over the next ten
years? Ho…

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @preston_jenny: @SteveGFord Rehabilitation, I feel so passionately about this, we mustn’t lose sight of the hugely important role we
pla…

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@OtSustainable @SteveGFord YES! #OTalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
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RT @therapy2optimum: @SteveGFord #OTalk @SteveGFord we need to condense our practice, purpose & direction into the true
essence of OT. We a…

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@SteveGFord To be innovative and forward thinking! Valuing all its members and having lots of opportunities for people to engage and
advise about next steps. #otalk

Hayley Samantha AHP Lead @hsbannister
@SteveGFord Staying true to occupation focused practice! I'd rather have a small team and them all stay true to what they do, than a big
one that does a bit of everything! I've seen lots of services where the OT team are pulled into everything.... #OTalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @jwot77: @SteveGFord To really tell people what it is that we do as a profession - be loud and proud and don't um and aw when
someone as…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @molllyOT: @luckyot @SteveGFord In my service development role a big part of the work was putting OT at the front of the queue
instead o…

K-OT (she, her) %  @kalessandram
@SteveGFord Addressing health inequalities and occupational deprivation and injustice. #OTalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @SteveGFord: So Q1: How do you feel about these themes? What is missing? What needs to be dialed up? #OTalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @jwot77: @SteveGFord I like them! It feels like the profession is ready for change and these themes are a great starting point. #OTalk

Sarah_Dzu @sarah_dzu_OT
@SteveGFord #OTalk inovation of new&exciting ideas or practice, diversity & inclusive, promotion of OT in new non traditional areas of
practice and clinical excellence.

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @SteveGFord: Q2 Do you feel part of a movement? What could make this a reality? #OTalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @hspenceruk: @SteveGFord Connection, communication & community are key. I've definitely felt a more consistent sense of all more
recentl…

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @jwot77: @SteveGFord I feel part of a community but not sure I would call it a movement just yet. It feels like it could become so
with…

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@jwot77 @SteveGFord More mentors too to support..and coaching. #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@missy_g__ @BillWongOT @SteveGFord I actually took the sustainability conversation out of #OTalk and to a dietetic colleague. We
were able to acknowledge the benefits of possibly doing some sustainability work through Recovery Through Activity, but also how
sometimes sustainability can drive Eating Disorders

dave ogden @DaveDaoggio
RT @kalessandram: @OT_Consultants @SteveGFord Yes i get so frustrated when i see another article about how GPs recommend
gardening or psych…

Katrina Baldry @KatrinaBaldryOT
@CeeCeeOT @SteveGFord Agreed - also an opportunity to work across stakeholders...community, acute, social services...does
anywhere do this? #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@SteveGFord Am on the way to feeling it thanks to the wonderful @RCOT_Gen #otalk but more as i moved into emerging area of
practice...needed wanted and valued the alliances created in past 6 months re ot in primary care x #OTalk
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Rachael (she/her) 0  @RachaelD_OT
@SteveGFord As a profession that places huge emphasis on holistic working, we should be leading the way when it comes to developing
best practice guidance for those who belong to minoritized groups. There is no one approach suits all & we need to acknowledge &
develop that #OTalk

esthermmc @Esthermmc
Advocating removing 'nurse' from many senior roles that are advertised if the role needs an advanced practitioner, not just a nurse eg
cancer CNS #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@MaryBoothOT @jwot77 @willchegwidden @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz Maybe give people options for both BJOT
and OTNews. I really hate that my physical OTNews is barely read. I gift them to friends in other countries and GP surgeries but would
really prefer e-copy only. #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
@SteveGFord Shouting our skills, knowledge and abilities from every rooftop until everyone heard #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @sarah_dzu_OT: @SteveGFord #OTalk inovation of new&exciting ideas or practice, diversity & inclusive, promotion of OT in new non
traditi…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @kalessandram: @SteveGFord Addressing health inequalities and occupational deprivation and injustice. #OTalk

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
@SteveGFord #OTalk biggest opportunities are in breaking into new areas eg social policy; voluntary sector, public health; using new
technologies.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hsbannister: @SteveGFord Staying true to occupation focused practice! I'd rather have a small team and them all stay true to what
they…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @SteveGFord To be innovative and forward thinking! Valuing all its members and having lots of opportunities for
people to…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @preston_jenny: @gallmorr22 @SteveGFord But we also need to provide the evidence to the managers to help them understand
where we add va…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @CeeCeeOT: @KatrinaBaldryOT @SteveGFord Also mixed rotations - many times NQOTs don’t get the opportunity to rotate into MH
settings #OT…

Compassionate Cymru @BywNawr
RT @hoffiOT: @SteveGFord Generally positive. Do think it's missing something around coproduction, service user and carer voice and
experien…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@SteveGFord By showing a genuine interest in my area of practice. and considering with us how we move forward in emerging areas for
OT! #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
@MaryBoothOT @OTalk_ Which leads be back to, the needs to focus on policy making, The Royal College need to be more politically
minded, Research studies is by occupational therapy needs to be in the headlines, value comes with knowledge and understanding.
#otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @margaretOT360: @SteveGFord Shouting our skills, knowledge and abilities from every rooftop until everyone heard #otalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
#OTalk absolutely #Rehabilitation it's what we do, it's what we are doing less, because of pressure to do other things. We Ax, but where is
Rx in #OccupationalTHERAPY, of late? We have lost our direction, I feel.

Rachael (she/her) 0  @RachaelD_OT
@SusanGriffiths5 @hoffiOT @luckyot @SteveGFord Personally, the aroma I leave is Calvin Klein - Euphoria. It seems to be a hit with
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most people H  #OTalk

Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
@MaryBoothOT @willchegwidden @SteveGFord Do you know why RCOT went with Unison in particular Mary? Rather than Unite or any
other? Not enough folk are committed to what union membership involves. How do we keep that alive? #otalk

Dr Mary Birken @MaryBirken
@SteveGFord Following on from launching top ten research priorities, occupational therapy must not waste this opportunity to use these
to build the evidence base for the profession and alongside this increase research capacity ensure ongoing evidence development. #otalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
RT @janiemoseley: @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord And disabled OTs struggle to stay in jobs. This needs to be a priority, we should be
the pro…

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@SteveGFord I think it is around focusing on Occupational Justice as a theme. This could also be how we communicate our identity and
value. This single definition and collective aspiration could shape a movement at a time like this where we are seeing the impact of
injustice on lives #OTalk https://t.co/Mf2adNyTHs

Bethany%  @BethjmOT
RT @margaretOT360: @SteveGFord Shouting our skills, knowledge and abilities from every rooftop until everyone heard #otalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@SteveGFord Professional body does it really need to be in London ? I know it’s not a value but taking the bold move to be central and
accessible to all members #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@MaryBoothOT @jwot77 @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz Does age make a difference? Perhaps we all have different
needs and preferences. My preference would be for BJOT to be easier to access for me. I’m not sure that’s it’s related to my age. #OTalk
whereas happy for OT news to be digital… would be more contemporaneous #OTalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@margaretOT360 @SteveGFord Agree and knows what an occupational therapist is…. We don’t just do equipment or the people no one
else knows what to do! #otalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
RT @luckyot: @SteveGFord More representation of OT in leadership roles opportunities in senior leadership roles and career pathways
#OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
RT @preston_jenny: @gallmorr22 @SteveGFord But we also need to provide the evidence to the managers to help them understand
where we add va…

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
RT @gallmorr22: @SteveGFord #OTalk not letting managers dilute our profession, staying true to our cor values.

Dr Mary Birken @MaryBirken
RT @preston_jenny: @gallmorr22 @SteveGFord But we also need to provide the evidence to the managers to help them understand
where we add va…

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
RT @MaryBoothOT: @SteveGFord #OTalk biggest opportunities are in breaking into new areas eg social policy; voluntary sector, public
health;…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@margaretOT360 @SteveGFord What I am doing at the TEDx organizer level is 1 way. But, OT can't have only 1 person in the world who
is at that level. #otalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
@janiemoseley @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord The irony, considering the very nature of our profession. I agree, we need to be far more
innovative and inclusive than we are with accessibility #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
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@SteveGFord One that is curious and truely willing to learn and move with those of us on the ground. This would require an internal shift
within those who have the steering the ship for a while- they’ll either have to be truelyopen to collaborate more orperhaps (dare I say) step
aside #OTalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@teohjouyin @MaryBoothOT @jwot77 @willchegwidden @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz Need a balance of on/off line too. I like the app
idea I #Otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @CeeCeeOT: @janiemoseley @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord The irony, considering the very nature of our profession. I agree, we
need to be f…

Sharon Gallagher @gallmorr22
@SteveGFord #OTalk value that we take an holistic approach, focus on what is important to the individual and listen.

Helen Arnfield @HelenArnfieldOT
@SteveGFord Working with communities, facilitating their self development. Grasping them means looking for opportunities and banging
on doors in health and social care, and across the third sector. I want Occupational Therapists as the go to for planning, transport, housing
and more #otalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@RosFrench1 @SteveGFord Totally agree @RosFrench1 ...longing for the day when noone asks what is it you do? What is OT? And
feeling i am getting worse at articulating it even though i am not #OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
RT @RosFrench1: @molllyOT @SteveGFord #OTalk and in community physical settings

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@SteveGFord That we focus on what matters to the people we provide support with to help them live the life they want and need to.
#OTalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@RachaelD_OT @SusanGriffiths5 @hoffiOT @SteveGFord Now is this an OT aroma poll I think is needed I wear this !!! H  #OTalk

esthermmc @Esthermmc
Vocational Rehab - although this is generally lacking in the UK landscape, #LongCovid is exposing the missing support for working age ppl
to remain in work and hopefully will be recognised and change #OTalk

Jennie W. @jwot77
@MaryBoothOT @willchegwidden @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz My eyes are so sore reading online all the time. I like
paper....#OTalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: Question 5 & last one of the night… #OTalk https://t.co/O6XIkw1NkO

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@CeeCeeOT @janiemoseley @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord and especially in the area of "reasonable accommodations" for our own
with disabilities. #otalk

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @hoffiOT: @SteveGFord I think it is around focusing on Occupational Justice as a theme. This could also be how we communicate
our identi…

OT Molly @molllyOT
@KatrinaBaldryOT @SteveGFord I work in the community & I absolutely love it! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @OT_rach: @MaryBoothOT @OTalk_ Which leads be back to, the needs to focus on policy making, The Royal College need to be
more politicall…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @willchegwidden: @MaryBoothOT @jwot77 @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz Does age make a difference? Perhaps
we all have different…
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priti bhagat @pritzOT
@SteveGFord Would love RCOT representatives time to time conduct onsite visits or virtual visit to OT teams to celebrate good practice.
#OTalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
Think i have talked on #otalk too much tonight! Look forward to catching up you @SteveGFord at some point and congratulations. Keep
up the good work! #otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @therapy2optimum: #OTalk absolutely #Rehabilitation it's what we do, it's what we are doing less, because of pressure to do other
things…

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
@KatrinaBaldryOT @SteveGFord #OTalk agree community is vital but do t let’s stop at assessment in patients homes. A focus on
community work and enabling people to use. And become part of their community. Needs funding resources

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
#OTalk

Dr Heather Baglee @HeatherBaglee
@SteveGFord #OTalk @SteveGFord Integrity following the conference intentions of inclusivity - and being able to say that goals were
achieved - that would be a great achievement. Already underway I know.

esthermmc @Esthermmc
@hoffiOT @RachaelD_OT @luckyot @SteveGFord Depends on what the "aroma" is? >  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@luckyot @SteveGFord in the US, FYI, AOTA HQ actually is pretty close to our national capitol in Washington DC, too! #otalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
And publicising this loudly! #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@SteveGFord And of course: Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion. I hope these do not just become buzz words but truly inherent to
who we are #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@RachaelD_OT @SteveGFord Yes best practice guidance in a number of areas would be helpful #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
RT @Esthermmc: Vocational Rehab - although this is generally lacking in the UK landscape, #LongCovid is exposing the missing support
for wo…

Ros French @RosFrench1
@EmmaLairdOT @margaretOT360 @SteveGFord #OTalk totally agree!

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
@SteveGFord You make need a lie down in a dark room after this! #OTalk is always frenetic and amazing =

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@CeeCeeOT @BillWongOT @KatrinaBaldryOT @SteveGFord Yes agree let’s get rotations back maybe even across organisations let’s
be the trailblazers ! #OTalk

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@SteveGFord I think OTs always struggle to shout about our impact and our value as we are very introspective, reflective people (as we
should be!) We need our professional body to model how we should sell ourselves by being vocal in the national conversation. #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
@missy_g__ @BillWongOT @SteveGFord I often feel that with our skill base as OTs, we are more daring to go there with patients with
some topics that some people may not feel comfortable speaking on. Again, it's all part of the movement for change #OTalk

Zoë Belford @OT_Consultants
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@SteveGFord If @BorisJohnson is asked what #OccupationalTherapy is and he answers correctly…I’d be very proud of all OTs and The
@PublicAffRCOT Top down… H  #OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
@Murphlemurph @SteveGFord @theRCOT #OTalk I feel I can engage more strategically. I'm no longer employed, so I don't have access
to formal CPD thru work, so I'm being more inventive!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@missy_g__ @molllyOT @SteveGFord I am actually running a TEDxCountdown event on November 6th, which climate change and
sustainability will be the issue of focus. Sadly, I didn't get any OT interest in time as I was planning the program. Next year? #otalk

Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
@Esthermmc This one is, unsurprisingly, not popular with nurses who feel they are losing out.... so there is some work to be done to make
sure it isn't framed as zero sum #otalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Excellent to have the ear of the @SteveGFord thanks for the opportunity #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk 30th August 2021 – Start as you mean to go on … how are you going to ensure you are prepared for the next HCPC audit cycle?
https://t.co/8puEK7E2xS

#OTalk @OTalk_
Well thats our official #OTalk hour up. Please do keep chatting as we dont grab the chat transcript for another few days. Thanks to
@SteveGFord For being our host tonight & giving us a glimpse into his #TalkToSteve sessions & his views for @theRCOT.
https://t.co/kBHQGwAHKf

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
Great question - to see it fight inequalities, be a voice for both the profession/als it represents, And for the lived experience of those that
it’s members serves. #otalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
RT @OtSustainable: @SteveGFord Q3 #OTalk To Create The Best Occupational Therapists We Need To Learn Why Those Are Leaving
The Profession C …

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @molllyOT: @missy_g__ @BillWongOT @SteveGFord I often feel that with our skill base as OTs, we are more daring to go there with
patients…

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @OTalk_: Well thats our official #OTalk hour up. Please do keep chatting as we dont grab the chat transcript for another few days.
Thank…

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@SteveGFord I'm going to sound like the founder of @RCOTPolicyWales fan club at this rate but people like Dai who champions
occupational therapy in a way that matters to the OT, student, to the manager, to the commissioner, to the policy maker, to the politician
and to society. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @SteveGFord I think OTs always struggle to shout about our impact and our value as we are very introspective,
reflective pe…

MST SHOVA BEGUM @shova_mst
Spotify Music Promotion https://t.co/Jt8fNFZAXu #CharlieWatts #Ronaldo #HolbyCity #ElGhazi #HolbyCity #CarabaoCup #Kean
#RobDickie #DanNeil #Holgate #HUDEVE #McLaughlin #Sargent #OTalk #Whittaker #MusicForMarriage

#OTalk @OTalk_
Dont forget participating in or hosting an #OTalk can contribute towards your CPD. Be sure to complete your reflective log to help evidence
your learning https://t.co/HSHHvoGfxN

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
#OTalk and digital deprivation which has shone through what’s happened on the passed 18 months

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@janiemoseley @SteveGFord Agreed. I have heard of so many disabled OTs going into independent practice because their disability
needs are not recognised or met when in employment #OTalk
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MST SHOVA BEGUM @shova_mst
Spotify Music Promotion https://t.co/Jt8fNFZAXu #OTalk #Whittaker #MusicForMarriage #Gbamin #LUTV #Madrid #Nakamba #Unite
#TomDavies #Mateta #Wesley #Nkounkou #Benfica #Archer #Hourihane #Frances #Coyne #ClaudiaLawrence #WelcometotheUK

#OTalk @OTalk_
Do you have some learning to share? Read an interesting article? Want to garner views of the #OTalk community? They why not apply to
host your own chat. More info via the website https://t.co/joeETPbOJo

Alicia Ridout @AliciaRidout
RT @OTalk_: Dont forget participating in or hosting an #OTalk can contribute towards your CPD. Be sure to complete your reflective log to
h…

OT Molly @molllyOT
@luckyot @SteveGFord Totally agree! I work in Teesside and it's so far away! I'm so happy that a lot of work and sessions are now being
done online, however there have been events which I would have loved to attend but it's just too far #OTalk

Helen Arnfield @HelenArnfieldOT
@KimStuartOT Agreed, massively need more of us out there. Those of us in post need to be looking at how we make #OT roles
accessible, diverse and inclusive too #OTalk

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
@SteveGFord Let's ensure we're not just quick to pride ourselves as being a holistic and humanistic profession, but that we keep a critical
lens on ourselves and our practice and ensure we genuinely are one #OTalk #AlwaysLearning

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @luckyot: @CeeCeeOT @BillWongOT @KatrinaBaldryOT @SteveGFord Yes agree let’s get rotations back maybe even across
organisations let’s be…

Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
@luckyot @SteveGFord Yes - come Scotland ! #otalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@luckyot @RachaelD_OT @SusanGriffiths5 @hoffiOT @SteveGFord @musedNeuroOT @CathTurner7 @lim_hean @wendy_foo_
@AudYong my aroma will be durian ... #OTalk H

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@OTalk_ @SteveGFord @theRCOT That was a quick hour! Thanks #otalk for holding another wonderful and engaging session.

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @RebeccaCus: @SteveGFord I think OTs always struggle to shout about our impact and our value as we are very introspective,
reflective pe…

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
Thanks so much everyone – my head is spinning - so many insightful comments. We really will take them on board. Exciting times!
https://t.co/G0WQC73fmQ #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCus @SteveGFord Ironically, that's why I become a TEDx organizer... lol! I want to provide OT community with such
opportunities. But, I can only do so much with the rules TED has set forth for its TEDx organizers. So, I can't do this myself. #otalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
Will definitely be tuning in and making notes #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @RachaelD_OT @SteveGFord Yes best practice guidance in a number of areas would be helpful #OTalk

Jennie W. @jwot77
@SteveGFord National branches? It's a 4 nation organisation but it feels very London-centric. A body that gets more coverage in the
media and offers a strong explanation to the public about what we do and what we could do for them if we worked together. Open support
offered for all #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @TokunboTweetz: @SteveGFord And of course: Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion. I hope these do not just become buzz words
but trul…
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OT Molly @molllyOT
RT @OT_Consultants: @SteveGFord If @BorisJohnson is asked what #OccupationalTherapy is and he answers correctly…I’d be very
proud of all OT…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @HeatherBaglee: @SteveGFord #OTalk @SteveGFord Integrity following the conference intentions of inclusivity - and being able to
say that…

K-OT (she, her) %  @kalessandram
@SteveGFord I am proud that i am part of a professional body that links together passionate, innovative and committed therapists. I am
part of the @RCOT_PLD specialist section & have consistently been impressed by these brilliant OTs. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @pritzOT: @SteveGFord Would love RCOT representatives time to time conduct onsite visits or virtual visit to OT teams to celebrate
good…

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
I'm sure this would help #NQOTs, those moving between specialities, & those seeking to revisit, refresh, reflect on existing roles #OTalk

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
@OTalk_ @SteveGFord @theRCOT Thank you @OTalk_ and @SteveGFord ! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Thanks #OTalk and @SteveGFord for the opportunity to engage in such a good discussion

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @HelenArnfieldOT: @SteveGFord Working with communities, facilitating their self development. Grasping them means looking for
opportuniti…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @gallmorr22: @SteveGFord #OTalk value that we take an holistic approach, focus on what is important to the individual and listen.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @AliciaRidout: @teohjouyin @MaryBoothOT @jwot77 @willchegwidden @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz Need a balance of on/off
line too. I like the…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @TokunboTweetz: @SteveGFord One that is curious and truely willing to learn and move with those of us on the ground. This would
require…

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@molllyOT @SteveGFord Covid has provided us the opportunity and resources and normality to do online events as a SS @RCOT_MH
which has shown engagement with our members #OTalk

Jennie W. @jwot77
@SteveGFord Inclusion for everyone working within the profession whatever level they're at on their journey #OTalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@SteveGFord Thank you Steve. Looking forward to chatting more with you in a couple of weeks time. #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
So good, that was a busy one - good job @Kirstie_OT + , and Thankyou @SteveGFord for hosting, I’ll DM. You about transcript’s - get
chat everyone #OTalk https://t.co/E0buPxyP9I

#OTalk @OTalk_
Well be back again next week for another #OTalk, this time with @SLawsonOT. Check out the blog below.

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@EmmaLairdOT @OTalk_ @SteveGFord @theRCOT Thank you @SteveGFord and #OTalk !

OT Molly @molllyOT
@SteveGFord If some of the amazing and innovative comments from this #OTalk were put in to action! I'm proud we have all turned up
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tonight and discussed how great we already are, and how much bigger and better we can be in the future!

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
RT @hspenceruk: @SteveGFord Let's ensure we're not just quick to pride ourselves as being a holistic and humanistic profession, but
that we…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Thanks again to @SteveGFord for being game enough to take on an #OTalk. Its been a greet chat & we hope to have you back again.

YarnPaw @YarnPaw
@SteveGFord I'm not sure that being proud of my professional body is my priority. What would come before that? Trust in integrity,
transparency, representation, support and active inclusion. #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @SteveGFord I think our professional identify is important and we must not loose sight of our specialist skill set. We
ena…

esthermmc @Esthermmc
Great to 'meet' you Steve and thanks for bringing an outsider's perspective to get us moving in the right direction.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@luckyot @molllyOT @SteveGFord @RCOT_MH and COVID also made organizing virtual TEDx events a more affordable option. This
year I only will spend $500 USD across 3 events. I would have spent at least 100 times more if I were to do that on ground! #otalk

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
@CeeCeeOT @KatrinaBaldryOT @SteveGFord #Otalk we have lost these over the years. Partly due to Trusts specialising. I ran rotations
for many years across acute, Social services and mental health. It became untenable when the Trust expanded. short rotations are great
for OTs but services found constant change hard.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @YarnPaw: @SteveGFord I'm not sure that being proud of my professional body is my priority. What would come before that? Trust in
integr…

Hayley Samantha AHP Lead @hsbannister
@OTalk_ @SteveGFord Thank you! Great #OTalk

K-OT (she, her) %  @kalessandram
@SteveGFord Thankyou Steve for asking the questions a d listening. Feeling hopeful about the next steps for @theRCOT #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@YarnPaw @SteveGFord agreed with that- I heard that is what many in the US want from AOTA, too. #otalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@musedNeuroOT @teohjouyin @RachaelD_OT @SusanGriffiths5 @hoffiOT @SteveGFord @CathTurner7 @lim_hean @wendy_foo_
@AudYong Well this went in a different direction quickly H  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @molllyOT: @SteveGFord If some of the amazing and innovative comments from this #OTalk were put in to action! I'm proud we have
all turn…

Jennie W. @jwot77
@SteveGFord Thanks @SteveGFord - it's been a great #OTalk. Looking forward to working with you and all @theRCOT to make the
occupational therapy profession even better than it already is. Have a great evening.

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@SteveGFord If it were politically confident and diverse, listened to it's members and supported relationships between academics and
those with clinical expertise #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@molllyOT @SteveGFord I think we need to know what we can do ourselves and what can be amplified by our professional associations,
no matter where we are in the world. #otalk
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Theresa Travis @s9tmt
RT @therapy2optimum: #OTalk absolutely #Rehabilitation it's what we do, it's what we are doing less, because of pressure to do other
things…

#hellomynameisRebecca @RebeccaCus
@SteveGFord Really looking forward to seeing the profession develop here on out! Thank you for hosting and for considering ways to
involve more OTs in the consultation phase of the planning process. Definitely helps having the opportunity to bounce off each other and
know the themes! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @jwot77: @SteveGFord Inclusion for everyone working within the profession whatever level they're at on their journey #OTalk

lisa ledger @LLedger1
RT @therapy2optimum: #OTalk absolutely #Rehabilitation it's what we do, it's what we are doing less, because of pressure to do other
things…

Ros French @RosFrench1
@SteveGFord #OTalk yes thank you Steve looking forward to the next steps

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@jwot77 @SteveGFord At AOTA level, they are making that attempt with its governance level changes. Time will tell if such works. #otalk

Theresa Travis @s9tmt
RT @OT_rach: @MaryBoothOT @OTalk_ Which leads be back to, the needs to focus on policy making, The Royal College need to be
more politicall…

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@SteveGFord Thanks @SteveGFord this demonstrates that @theRCOT has forward thinking and engaging leadership #OTalk

lisa ledger @LLedger1
RT @margaretOT360: Excellent to have the ear of the @SteveGFord thanks for the opportunity #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Thanks again all, this is @Kirstie_OT signing off from #OTalk. Tweet you all again soon. https://t.co/jHiHBb2Ji8

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @kalessandram: @SteveGFord I am proud that i am part of a professional body that links together passionate, innovative and
committed the…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @jwot77: @SteveGFord National branches? It's a 4 nation organisation but it feels very London-centric. A body that gets more
coverage in…

Dr Mary Birken @MaryBirken
@SteveGFord Thank you for hosting #otalk and thank you for engaging with us directly in this way.

Sarah_Dzu @sarah_dzu_OT
@SteveGFord Thanks exciting ideas, thanks for having me along #OTalk @SteveGFord

lisa ledger @LLedger1
RT @hspenceruk: @SteveGFord Let's ensure we're not just quick to pride ourselves as being a holistic and humanistic profession, but
that we…

lisa ledger @LLedger1
RT @SteveGFord: Thanks so much everyone – my head is spinning - so many insightful comments. We really will take them on board.
Exciting ti…

Rakib19 @rakib0919
Do you want to grow your business with a website? I am a WordPress developer and always available on #Fiverr from
https://t.co/xE5VcrP3M9 #Charlie Watts #Ronaldo #El Ghazi #Kean #Rob Dickie #Dan Neil #CarabaoCup #Sargent #OTalk
#MusicForMarriage #Freelance #WordPress #Gbamin
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Dr Kim Stuart % % %  @KimStuartOT
Practically perfect @Murphlemurph

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
RT @YarnPaw: @SteveGFord I'm not sure that being proud of my professional body is my priority. What would come before that? Trust in
integr…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@jwot77 @SteveGFord In the US, we do it differently. We have our national association (AOTA). But then we also have state
associations. So, maybe that model would make more sense, if the idea can be adapted to the UK context. #otalk

Francesca J K  @OT_Francesca
@SusanGriffiths5 @preston_jenny @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz @OTnews As someone who did a research heavy
first degree (psychology), I felt that I've met many OTs who "didn't know how to" or "didn't like" research. As an evidence-based
profession, I felt this was a shame to hear. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCus: @SteveGFord Really looking forward to seeing the profession develop here on out! Thank you for hosting and for
considering…

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
@SteveGFord @LGBTQIAOTUK For me that means connection, communication and community inclusive of wherever we are in our
careers and embracing of the diversity and uniqueness of all our experiences as OTs yes, but as people. Connection with our students,
our future workforce = vital in my opinion. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @SteveGFord If it were politically confident and diverse, listened to it's members and supported relationships
between ac…

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@luckyot @musedNeuroOT @teohjouyin @RachaelD_OT @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord @CathTurner7 @lim_hean @wendy_foo_
@AudYong Based on the replies in this thread it looks like we will be soon having an #OTalk to do a poll on our fragrance, bottle it and
launch an advertising campaign about it https://t.co/a24MiViJeI

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
RT @YarnPaw: @SteveGFord I'm not sure that being proud of my professional body is my priority. What would come before that? Trust in
integr…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz @SteveGFord Yep! You'll never be a lurker >  #OTalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@musedNeuroOT @teohjouyin @RachaelD_OT @SusanGriffiths5 @hoffiOT @SteveGFord @CathTurner7 @lim_hean @wendy_foo_
@AudYong My aroma the smell of burning when cooking #OTalk #OTaroma https://t.co/v0oZ8Sa9F7

Carolyn OT 9  @CeeCeeOT
RT @OT_Francesca: @SusanGriffiths5 @preston_jenny @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz @OTnews As someone who
did a research heavy firs…

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@hoffiOT @musedNeuroOT @teohjouyin @RachaelD_OT @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord @CathTurner7 @lim_hean @wendy_foo_
@AudYong I may have to offer to lead that #OTalk >

Rachael (she/her) 0  @RachaelD_OT
@luckyot @hoffiOT @musedNeuroOT @teohjouyin @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord @CathTurner7 @lim_hean @wendy_foo_
@AudYong If you need some support, give me a shout ( >  #OTalk

Francesca J K  @OT_Francesca
@TokunboTweetz @preston_jenny @jwot77 @SteveGFord Equally agree! I think we also need to get better at sharing findings & referring
to the rich evidence base of other related disciplines such as psychology & nursing. Just because it's not 'OT' doesn't mean it's not
relevant #OTalk

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
@TokunboTweetz @OTalk_ @SteveGFord Same as Toks! L  Refreshing energy re: future of our profession though, hey? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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@Murphlemurph @SteveGFord I will caution about that, though. In the USA, with our point of entry issue, that has caused some divide
between academics and clinicians. This issue will continue to be hotly discussed as long as the point of entry issue remains. #otalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@RCOTPolicyWales @SteveGFord A pleasure Dai. Thanks again for all the hard work you put in and the way that you do it. It is greatly
appreciated. #OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
Yes, #OTalk #SocialPrescribing has shot us in the foot! We haven't been strident enough with CCGs and commissioners in showing our
value.

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
RT @CeeCeeOT: @KatrinaBaldryOT @SteveGFord Also mixed rotations - many times NQOTs don’t get the opportunity to rotate into MH
settings #OT…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@hspenceruk @TokunboTweetz @OTalk_ @SteveGFord Maybe you all can study how AOTA governance changes is playing out by the
end of a few years through me... lol! Changes are happening now and will finish taking place next summer, I think. #otalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
@RachaelD_OT @hoffiOT @musedNeuroOT @teohjouyin @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord @CathTurner7 @lim_hean @wendy_foo_
@AudYong Will do H  #OTalk didn’t think that might be my first topic >

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_Francesca: @TokunboTweetz @preston_jenny @jwot77 @SteveGFord Equally agree! I think we also need to get better at
sharing findings &…

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@SteveGFord I also think there is value in talking to those who do the job on a day to day basis! I would love for our professional body to
be leading the way! #otalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@preston_jenny @SteveGFord #OTalk OTs have a huge and valuable role in Rehabilitation and Prehabilitation. Too much is task focused
and reactive and we are missing the preventative input and focusing on what matters to the patient.

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
Yes, yes, yes #OTalk A significant number of OTs are now turning to #SocialPrescribing in order to practice #OccupationalTHERAPY

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OT_Francesca @TokunboTweetz @preston_jenny @jwot77 @SteveGFord The fact that I am organizing TEDx events is actually a
solution here. But, I know many said it's not the only one. #otalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@willchegwidden @SteveGFord @baot @theRCOT Hi. The British Association of Occupational Therapists is our professional body and
trade union. We are affiliated to Unison #OTalk

Brian Proficient Tutor @briantutoressay
Hmu for help with your school work, essay, discussions, and assignments at a friendly price. #ActuallyAutistic,Charlie Watts,Ronaldo,El
Ghazi,Kean,#HolbyCity,Rob Dickie,Holgate,Anwar,Sargent,Whittaker,McLaughlin,#OTalk,Gbamin,Mick Jagger,Frances,Archer,#Hyunjin

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hspenceruk: @SteveGFord @LGBTQIAOTUK For me that means connection, communication and community inclusive of wherever
we are in our care…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_Francesca: @SusanGriffiths5 @preston_jenny @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz @OTnews As someone who
did a research heavy firs…

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@RachaelD_OT @luckyot @musedNeuroOT @teohjouyin @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord @CathTurner7 @lim_hean @wendy_foo_
@AudYong I know I said it slightly in jest but are there any bits of research out there that have collated the most commonly used words
used by service users, carers, other professionals etc in their feedback about us? May be a way to get some insight of core themes about
our aroma #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OT_Francesca @SusanGriffiths5 @preston_jenny @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz @OTnews and from USA
perspective, I find that some settings are not as conducive to research as others. #otalk
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Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
Thoroughly enjoyed @OTalk_ tonight with @SteveGFord talking about strategic direction for @theRCOT showed how much togetherness
and motivation the profession has. Plus the need the for an OT aroma #OTalk #OTaroma

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @RosFrench1: @preston_jenny @SteveGFord #OTalk OTs have a huge and valuable role in Rehabilitation and Prehabilitation. Too
much is task…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OT_Francesca @SusanGriffiths5 @preston_jenny @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz @OTnews and another one- how
can we get clinicians who are interested in research, BUT they don't have clear cut avenues to engage in such? #otalk

Sade Idowu @Sade_OT
RT @molllyOT: @SteveGFord Reflecting on our core principles, focuses and motives within the profession I personally think there is a
greate…

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hoffiOT: @RachaelD_OT @luckyot @musedNeuroOT @teohjouyin @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord @CathTurner7 @lim_hean
@wendy_foo_ @AudYong I kno…

Dr Mary Birken @MaryBirken
@luckyot @theRCOT It's also really important that OTs understand what it takes, ie what type of evidence is needed to be included in
NICE guidance and how to undertake the research required. #otalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @SteveGFord: Thanks so much for inviting me to host #OTalk. These are exciting times for occupational therapy and I’m really looking
for…

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @SteveGFord: Thanks so much everyone – my head is spinning - so many insightful comments. We really will take them on board.
Exciting ti…

Francesca J K  @OT_Francesca
@SteveGFord The notion of "nothing about us without us" should be OTs priority imo. From research through to practice we need to
ensure we're hearing the opinions/ lived experience of the disabled community & not just what WE think or "have always done" Eg:
#ActuallyAutistic #OTalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @jwot77: @SteveGFord Thanks @SteveGFord - it's been a great #OTalk. Looking forward to working with you and all @theRCOT to
make the occ…

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @SteveGFord I also think there is value in talking to those who do the job on a day to day basis! I would love for our
pro…

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @SteveGFord: Moving on to Q3:How could RCOT help you to be the best possible occupational therapist? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@hoffiOT @RachaelD_OT @luckyot @musedNeuroOT @teohjouyin @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord @CathTurner7 @lim_hean
@wendy_foo_ @AudYong I am wrapping up a pilot study with my thesis group in the USA, actually. I think I am paving the way of service
users being the lead investigators in student research. #otalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @TokunboTweetz: @preston_jenny @jwot77 @SteveGFord Agreed! Perhaps collaboration is something that has been missing. But
my recent perso…

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @OT_Francesca: @TokunboTweetz @preston_jenny @jwot77 @SteveGFord Equally agree! I think we also need to get better at
sharing findings &…

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @SteveGFord: Last question! 5.What would make you proud of your professional body? What values are important to you? #OTalk
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david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @jwot77: @SteveGFord National branches? It's a 4 nation organisation but it feels very London-centric. A body that gets more
coverage in…

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @BillWongOT: @jwot77 @SteveGFord In the US, we do it differently. We have our national association (AOTA). But then we also
have state a…

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
RT @OTalk_: Dont forget participating in or hosting an #OTalk can contribute towards your CPD. Be sure to complete your reflective log to
h…

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@hoffiOT @luckyot @musedNeuroOT @teohjouyin @RachaelD_OT @SteveGFord @CathTurner7 @lim_hean @wendy_foo_
@AudYong Oh just think of all the taglines we can use… making your life more meaningful, one scent at a time……..Fragrance of
occupational therapy…. Occupational therapy - A wildly optimistic fragrance for all those who dare to dream, and pursue them > >
#OTalk

Sustain4 le OT % 5 ♻  @OtSustainable
RT @therapy2optimum: Yes, yes, yes #OTalk A significant number of OTs are now turning to #SocialPrescribing in order to practice
#Occupati…

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @therapy2optimum: @Murphlemurph @SteveGFord @theRCOT #OTalk I feel I can engage more strategically. I'm no longer
employed, so I don't h…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@hoffiOT @RachaelD_OT @luckyot @musedNeuroOT @teohjouyin @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord @CathTurner7 @lim_hean
@wendy_foo_ @AudYong Yes, the link might not seem direct on the surface. But, knowing that I can be qualified as autistic elderly in less
than 15 years according to some definitions, I sure qualify as a "future stakeholder" category. #otalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
Loved @OTalk_ tonight! @SteveGFord thank you so much for hosting & promoting forward thinking for the profession. Now time to begin
my journalling, unwind and tap in to my spiritual embodiment which is something I'm becoming very passionate about #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_Francesca: @SteveGFord The notion of "nothing about us without us" should be OTs priority imo. From research through to
practice w…

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@annekeen55 @SteveGFord @baot @theRCOT That’s interesting / it’s not what I’ve understood after 20+ years of membership. I’ve only
ever heard BAOT described as our professional body, never as a trade union. You learn something every day. Can you point me to
somewhere where it’s explained? #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord I'm having a curry! So exciting I couldn't cook! #OTalk #OTalk&Curry ( a new hashtag is born!)

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OT_Francesca @SteveGFord I think my thesis group's pilot study in the USA is a good start, since I am involved as a future
stakeholder. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @MaryBirken: @luckyot @theRCOT It's also really important that OTs understand what it takes, ie what type of evidence is needed to
be in…

Francesca J K  @OT_Francesca
@BillWongOT @SusanGriffiths5 @preston_jenny @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz @OTnews I would have loved to have
done some kind of OT research internship etc. It kind of feels like PhD or nothing if you want to be involved in research. I'd like to see
more unis over student engagement in research for practitoners & students to help "bridge that gap" #OTalk

Sustain4 le OT % 5 ♻  @OtSustainable
RT @hsbannister: @SteveGFord Staying true to occupation focused practice! I'd rather have a small team and them all stay true to what
they…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Murphlemurph @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord When I come back across the pond, I would love to do a curry night with the #otalk crew
around RCOT conference time!
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Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @OT_Francesca: @BillWongOT @SusanGriffiths5 @preston_jenny @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz @OTnews I
would have loved to have d…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OT_Francesca @SusanGriffiths5 @preston_jenny @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz @OTnews True- I splurged a lot
before COVID because I wanted to find researchers with similar interests who are willing to take me on as part of the team. Turns out
Australia is the right country to make the connections for me. #otalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@annekeen55 @SteveGFord @baot @theRCOT Can you also explain what you mean by affiliated? I always think of affiliated as being
quite loose, yet from the BAOT/RCOT website: “If you are a member of BAOT, you are also a member of UNISON” sounds more close
than an affiliation. #OTalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@MaryBoothOT @preston_jenny @SteveGFord @theRCOT I agree with you Mary when we are talking with individuals but I'm thinking
more about identity. What are our distinctives? The core occupational therapy values I was taught @CovUniOT by you, @ClareTaylorBU
Darren, Briony, Ruth etc have shaped my professional identity #OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
@EmmaLairdOT @SteveGFord I've taken early retirement, but I'm still passionate about #OT after 40+ years, it's refreshing to be
exploring how I can #AddValue to the profession, rather than to the NHS. #OTalk

K-OT (she, her) %  @kalessandram
@SteveGFord If RCOT could have the same presence that the BMA, RCN & BPS have to the general public. Supporting us and enabling
us to be the profession we are thought of first rather than being an after thought. Making our value clear to others so we dont have to do
this alone #OTalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@BillWongOT @RachaelD_OT @luckyot @musedNeuroOT @teohjouyin @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord @CathTurner7 @lim_hean
@wendy_foo_ @AudYong That sounds really interesting Bill. I'd love to read that when you're ready to share it. #OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
@DaveDaoggio Yes, they were late to the party, & have been on several other major issues which impact on the future of #OT e.g. NICE
guidelines. #OTalk @SteveGFord

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@BillWongOT @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord My cat is very keen on this idea bill! #OTalk https://t.co/dM8rjhOJ7H

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Murphlemurph @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord 2022 is unlikely. It's too expensive to do WFOT, AOTA, and RCOT in one year. So, I
probably will do CAOT in place of RCOT. Earliest I can do is 2023, assuming things are back to relatively normal. But, I need to calculate
cost because OT Australia is at top of my que #otalk

K-OT (she, her) %  @kalessandram
@RebeccaCus @OT_Consultants @SteveGFord Yes exactly, social precribing, active support and a significant part of Positive Behaviour
Support (PBS). Feel sometimes like the wheel has been invented when there was a perfectly good occupational therapy wheel there
already that wasn't seen #OTalk

MST SHOVA BEGUM @shova_mst
Spotify Music Promotion https://t.co/Jt8fNFZAXu #SavingLivesAtSea #Whittaker #OTalk #BillySharp #McLaughlin #LUTV #Guilbert
#Begovic #Mateta #Nakamba #Gomes #Podence #Crewe #RashidKhan #Nyland #Benfica

OT History Matters @HistoryOt
Check out Betty Yerxa's audacious values of occupational therapy from the 1980s I think.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@kalessandram @RebeccaCus @OT_Consultants @SteveGFord I think it will be ironic that an American OT will help feature an OT
TEDx talk on social prescribing if there is one! #otalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@MaryBoothOT @preston_jenny @SteveGFord @theRCOT @CovUniOT @ClareTaylorBU The teaching that I remember most vividly 20
years later are the themes of occupational science, occupational justice, coproduction, what matters to the person and holism. These
themes were consistently skillfully communicated in lectures, seminars and 1:1 stories #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hoffiOT: @MaryBoothOT @preston_jenny @SteveGFord @theRCOT @CovUniOT @ClareTaylorBU The teaching that I remember
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most vividly 20 years l…

Algernon Moncrieff @reiscubbeli
https://t.co/4iYnYsNPeV #OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
@DaveDaoggio We need to do what we do well. We must ensure that we don't try to dilute what we do, we need to use our resources:
people, passion, skills carefully. It's all about #Energy and #Focus As with #SocialPrescribing we have seen others take over our
#CoreSkills. #OTalk

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@musedNeuroOT @SusanGriffiths5 @luckyot @teohjouyin @RachaelD_OT @SteveGFord @CathTurner7 @lim_hean @wendy_foo_
@AudYong YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I can see the bottle now! 'Phoenix - the fragrance of occupational therapy.' The story of the phoenix is
probably one of the best ways to describe occupational therapy to a wide audience and is also a seriously cool looking creature! #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@therapy2optimum Even better when you use it to carve ot ( there are differences but a big gap we can fill xx #OTalk ots can socially
prescribe with the addition of occupational knowledge and theory, educate unregistered, support, supervise, research, leadership- pillars
opportunity in that gap

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
@chaniedavies You are a great proponent for #OccupationalTherapy in #SocialPrescribing x @chaniedavies #OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
RT @chaniedavies: @therapy2optimum Even better when you use it to carve ot ( there are differences but a big gap we can fill xx
#OTalk ots…

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
@DaveDaoggio @SteveGFord Hopefully @SteveGFord will bring a new eyes, a voice from outside the profession, but both with positive
connections for #OccupationalTherapy = M #OTalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
#OTalk.. Wowsers! Some great discussions, so much passion for #OT. Positive threads, & some tinged with sadness, & retrospection. I
am #ProudToBeOT Thank you to all my Twitter colleagues & friends.

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
) H )

Rupert Leslie $  %  @hoffiOT
@SteveGFord Just had a relook at the quote on the image above and it needs some work around inclusive terms such as changing his or
her to their but is a good base to start with #OTalk

Lucy Chambers she/her )  #blm 3 % 3  @luckyot
RT @hoffiOT: @SteveGFord I think it is around focusing on Occupational Justice as a theme. This could also be how we communicate
our identi…

JamieH OT @JamieH246
RT @therapy2optimum: #OTalk absolutely #Rehabilitation it's what we do, it's what we are doing less, because of pressure to do other
things…

dave ogden @DaveDaoggio
RT @chaniedavies: @therapy2optimum Even better when you use it to carve ot ( there are differences but a big gap we can fill xx
#OTalk ots…

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
@molllyOT @MaryBoothOT @SteveGFord Sadly, sometimes process, protocol and politics in wards, teams, departments & hospitals can
make change extremely difficult #OTalk

Glyn Blakey @saeboukglyn
RT @preston_jenny: @SteveGFord Rehabilitation, I feel so passionately about this, we mustn’t lose sight of the hugely important role we
pla…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
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RT @willchegwidden: @preston_jenny @TokunboTweetz @jwot77 @SteveGFord Yes the dissemination, translation and implementation
of evidence bas…

Occupational Therapists & AHPs In Retirement 3 ⚕%  @Retired_AHPs
Fab discussions and threads on tonight's #OTalk with @SteveGFord. I get my chance to talk with him about #OTsInRetirement as part of
the #TalkToSteve series next week. Are you still a member of @theRCOT? If not, why not.. in comments box please

Dr Niina Kolehmainen 8  @niinamk
@RosFrench1 @SteveGFord Providing clear leadership in how to be a confident profession that does not need to seek to prove its worth
- but that is brave to take on challenges, to face its weaknessess, and seek to grow through constructive and honest (at times difficult)
dialogue. #OTalk

Dr Niina Kolehmainen 8  @niinamk
@hoffiOT @SteveGFord I think identity comes through doing. I think we should focus more on seeking to improve what we do - through
that we’d find peace and pride - and ultimately identity. #OTalk

OT History Matters @HistoryOt
Agreed. Interesting to reflect on shape shifting organisational structures and power of paid staff, elected members and volunteers across
the 4 countries and regions; all operating within objectives as a charity.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @niinamk: @hoffiOT @SteveGFord I think identity comes through doing. I think we should focus more on seeking to improve what we
do - thr…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @niinamk: @RosFrench1 @SteveGFord Providing clear leadership in how to be a confident profession that does not need to seek to
prove its…

Dr Niina Kolehmainen 8  @niinamk
@RebeccaCus @SteveGFord An easy win would be to more proactively and proudly use as models those who already do this at national
and international levels. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @niinamk: @RebeccaCus @SteveGFord An easy win would be to more proactively and proudly use as models those who already do
this at nation…

Francesca J K  @OT_Francesca
@BillWongOT @niinamk @preston_jenny @SusanGriffiths5 @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz @OTnews I've had fab
opportunities including completing a PgCert module & being part of a clinical trial. I wish there wasn't seen to be such a gap between
research & practice roles. Things like permanent contracts & feeling the need to practice after graduation have an impact. #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@OT_Francesca @BillWongOT @niinamk @SusanGriffiths5 @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz @OTnews Great to hear
you have had such fantastic opportunities. We just need to make this a bit more consistent #OTalk

Lynsay Duke @DukeLynsay
@SteveGFord #OTalk no I can’t say I feel part of a movement. I’ve been an RCOT member for 29 years but feel that there has been no
cohesiveness , drive or innovation bringing us together. As OTs we have all of these but they seem to be in silos.

Dr Niina Kolehmainen 8  @niinamk
@OT_Francesca @BillWongOT @preston_jenny @SusanGriffiths5 @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz @OTnews Totally
agree. I’ve also see how we all play a role in how wide/narrow that gap seems. We all shape what the collective perception is - often it just
takes one positive voice to begin to bridge, and the gap begins to narrow. We all can change it. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @chaniedavies: @therapy2optimum Even better when you use it to carve ot ( there are differences but a big gap we can fill xx
#OTalk ots…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @niinamk: @OT_Francesca @BillWongOT @preston_jenny @SusanGriffiths5 @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz
@OTnews Totally agree. I’ve…

Faye @fayeknockton
@SteveGFord Be our voice! Shout for us at every opportunity in every forum of physical, mental health, social care & beyond. Many times
I have contacted to ask for resources for open days and students to be told there isn’t anything they can send other than balloons #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @niinamk: @OT_Francesca @BillWongOT @preston_jenny @SusanGriffiths5 @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz
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@OTnews Totally agree. I’ve…

Faye @fayeknockton
@SteveGFord Education & promotion of our profession in all settings. Now is the time to shout about what we can do to save the NHS
money, be a massive part of the NHS long term plan , support/be part of long COVID services , support return to society #OTalk

Lynsay Duke @DukeLynsay
@SteveGFord #OTalk A Professional body that is a vocal advocate for the Profession and all the individuals who are proud to be
members. Decentralise or at least move away from being London centric- take on the hard issues - why can’t OTs prescribe, why aren’t
there more OT Consultants, ACPs?

Wendy Foo @wendy_foo_
RT @Esthermmc: Vocational Rehab - although this is generally lacking in the UK landscape, #LongCovid is exposing the missing support
for wo…

Lynsay Duke @DukeLynsay
@SteveGFord #OTalk be more accessible. The website is a test of patience and needs updating. Resources for CPD/ learning need to be
more creative - more localised, use technology, regularly more engagement with members.

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @KimStuartOT: Q4: we need to grow our workforce and look at how we can ensure diverse opportunities are available for all entry
routes.…

Lynsay Duke @DukeLynsay
@AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz #OTalk I agree I find reading the digital BJOT more difficult than when it was a hard copy.
I now tend to scan the titles and if something doesn’t scream at me I won’t read it. The hard copy I’d read it all and find the gems.
Controversial thought but has BJOT gone too academic?

ian merricki @cosmicshoe
RT @Esthermmc: Advocating removing 'nurse' from many senior roles that are advertised if the role needs an advanced practitioner, not
just…

Elaine Maxwell @maxwele2
@alisonleary1 N

Occupational Therapy Writing Group @otwg_gcu
RT @AliciaRidout: @preston_jenny @RebeccaCus @SteveGFord I think its comparable to nursing equiv. Just need to use it as a front
door to th…

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @janiemoseley: @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord And disabled OTs struggle to stay in jobs. This needs to be a priority, we should be
the pro…

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @hspenceruk: @SteveGFord Let's ensure we're not just quick to pride ourselves as being a holistic and humanistic profession, but
that we…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@janiemoseley @LecturerMish @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord I took a very conservative approach when I transitioned to academia in
2019. Given the clinical job market at the time and the fact that my current job is my longest tenure job, it was a sensible move from a
financial standpoint. But, did that cost me? Time will tell. #otalk

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @hoffiOT: @SteveGFord Not really. A movement changes something and comes from a sense of having a strong, collective identity.
Sorry to…

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @TokunboTweetz: @SteveGFord And of course: Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion. I hope these do not just become buzz words
but trul…

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @RachaelD_OT: @SteveGFord Dare I say that @theRCOT promoting occupational therapy will not necessarily make us better OTs…
supporting re…

MD: Nazmus Sakib @wp_Sakib
Do you want to grow your business with a website? I am a WordPress developer and always available on #Fiverr from
https://t.co/udxR3EfAcS #Charlie Watts #Ronaldo #El Ghazi #Kean #Rob Dickie #Dan Neil #CarabaoCup #Sargent #OTalk
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#MusicForMarriage #Freelance #WordPress #Gbamin https://t.co/gtrE1u6xHq

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@willchegwidden @SteveGFord @baot @theRCOT Affiliation in this regard means that BAOT still exists as a union, but our contract and
association with Unison means that they provide industrial relations support for our members (except those self-employed). We have
BAOT Unison stewards #OTalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@HistoryOt We have BAOT Unison stewards but need more! #OTalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@OTalk_ @willchegwidden @SteveGFord @theRCOT @Kirstie_OT @unisontheunion @unisontheunion and @theRCOT are working on
this for our members in social care. Any updates will be posted on the news section of the @theRCOT website #OTalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@molllyOT @SteveGFord @luckyot We can be care coordinators AND occupational therapists #OTalk

Kerry LangfordRotton (pronouns she/her) @langfordrotton
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Reminder that #OTalk @ 8pm this evening is with @SteveGFord re: @theRCOT Strategic Intentions - see you
there! #LGBTQIAOT…

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@RosFrench1 @SteveGFord Hi. In each edition of OTNews, there is a section detailing what will be in the next edition of BJOT #OTalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@willchegwidden @teohjouyin @SteveGFord Hi. The April 21 edition of OTNews has a section breaking down how @theRCOT spent
member fees in 2020. Approximately 1/8 of member fees went to Unison #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@annekeen55 @SteveGFord #OTalk thank you I must have missed that, I still an email would be useful similar to specialist section and
other publications

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@willchegwidden @SteveGFord @baot @theRCOT https://t.co/FtbFezZJem. Hi again! An explanation regarding the Unison political fund
is explained on this webpage. No @theRCOT member fees go towards either the affiliated (Labour linked) or general political funds
#OTalk

Anne Keen @annekeen55
@willchegwidden @SteveGFord @baot @theRCOT One more thing, I promise that we will look into this regarding improving website
information (including Unison) and it won’t become a shut down issue #OTalk

Sue Parkinson @MOHOspark
RT @molllyOT: @missy_g__ @BillWongOT @SteveGFord I actually took the sustainability conversation out of #OTalk and to a dietetic
colleague.…

dr julie wintrup R 9  @juliewintrup
RT @BAMEOTUK: Are you online to join tonights #OTalk guest hosted by @theRCOT 's @SteveGFord ?

Julia Bott %  @JuliaBott5
RT @SteveGFord: Last question! 5.What would make you proud of your professional body? What values are important to you? #OTalk

OT History Matters @HistoryOt
Thanks for highlighting the importance of the Auditor's Report (and annual reports). All these details matter. In 2020, £1.5 million was
transferred to Unison for trade union services.

Claire Ballinger% % % %  @ClaireBallinge1
RT @Esthermmc: Advocating removing 'nurse' from many senior roles that are advertised if the role needs an advanced practitioner, not
just…

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @EmmaLairdOT: I am passionate about OT @SteveGFord but I know there are many who have left the profession and we need to
understand the…

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
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RT @SteveGFord: Thanks so much everyone – my head is spinning - so many insightful comments. We really will take them on board.
Exciting ti…

Kirsty ‘Booksy’Stanley % S T U  @kirstyes
RT @Esthermmc: Advocating removing 'nurse' from many senior roles that are advertised if the role needs an advanced practitioner, not
just…

Kirsty ‘Booksy’Stanley % S T U  @kirstyes
RT @willchegwidden: @SteveGFord I wish we could be our own union like the CSP instead of being part of UNISON. They we could truly
focus on…

Kirsty ‘Booksy’Stanley % S T U  @kirstyes
RT @hoffiOT: @SteveGFord Just had a relook at the quote on the image above and it needs some work around inclusive terms such as
changing h…

Kirsty ‘Booksy’Stanley % S T U  @kirstyes
RT @OT_Francesca: @BillWongOT @SusanGriffiths5 @preston_jenny @AliciaRidout @SteveGFord @TokunboTweetz @OTnews I
would have loved to have d…

Kirsty ‘Booksy’Stanley % S T U  @kirstyes
RT @OT_Francesca: @SteveGFord The notion of "nothing about us without us" should be OTs priority imo. From research through to
practice w…

Kirsty ‘Booksy’Stanley % S T U  @kirstyes
RT @therapy2optimum: Yes, yes, yes #OTalk A significant number of OTs are now turning to #SocialPrescribing in order to practice
#Occupati…

Kirsty ‘Booksy’Stanley % S T U  @kirstyes
RT @therapy2optimum: Yes, #OTalk #SocialPrescribing has shot us in the foot! We haven't been strident enough with CCGs and
commissioners i…

Kirsty ‘Booksy’Stanley % S T U  @kirstyes
RT @OT_Francesca: @TokunboTweetz @preston_jenny @jwot77 @SteveGFord Equally agree! I think we also need to get better at
sharing findings &…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life %  @Occ4LifeLtd
Have they left the profession or are they practicing the profession under different names or in different settings? #OTalk Have they left the
traditional settings because sometimes the OT that we feel enabled to provide is stifled?

OT_Expert✨ 0  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @SteveGFord: Thanks so much everyone – my head is spinning - so many insightful comments. We really will take them on board.
Exciting ti…

Royal College of Occupational Therapists @theRCOT
RT @SteveGFord: So Q1: How do you feel about these themes? What is missing? What needs to be dialed up? #OTalk

Royal College of Occupational Therapists @theRCOT
RT @SteveGFord: Moving on to Q3:How could RCOT help you to be the best possible occupational therapist? #OTalk

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
Check out the blog for next weeks #OTalk ⬇  We shall be talking CPD with @SLawsonOT X  Tuesday, 8pm.

Royal College of Occupational Therapists @theRCOT
RT @SteveGFord: Shall we move on to Q4 What do you think are the biggest opportunities for occupational therapy over the next ten
years? Ho…

Royal College of Occupational Therapists @theRCOT
RT @SteveGFord: Last question! 5.What would make you proud of your professional body? What values are important to you? #OTalk

Royal College of Occupational Therapists @theRCOT
RT @SteveGFord: Thanks so much everyone – my head is spinning - so many insightful comments. We really will take them on board.
Exciting ti…

OT_Expert✨ 0  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @SteveGFord: Last question! 5.What would make you proud of your professional body? What values are important to you? #OTalk
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OT_Expert✨ 0  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @TokunboTweetz: @SteveGFord And of course: Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion. I hope these do not just become buzz words
but trul…

OT_Expert✨ 0  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @SteveGFord: Shall we move on to Q4 What do you think are the biggest opportunities for occupational therapy over the next ten
years? Ho…

OT_Expert✨ 0  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @SteveGFord: Moving on to Q3:How could RCOT help you to be the best possible occupational therapist? #OTalk

OT_Expert✨ 0  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @SteveGFord: Q2 Do you feel part of a movement? What could make this a reality? #OTalk

OT_Expert✨ 0  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @SteveGFord: So Q1: How do you feel about these themes? What is missing? What needs to be dialed up? #OTalk

OT_Expert✨ 0  #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Reminder that #OTalk @ 8pm this evening is with @SteveGFord re: @theRCOT Strategic Intentions - see you
there! #LGBTQIAOT…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life %  @Occ4LifeLtd
#OTalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @SteveGFord there needs to be support for those stuck at a level and opportunities within RCOT to build skill set. I
know…

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @KatrinaBaldryOT: @EmmaLairdOT @SteveGFord Lack of clinical posts higher up the bands is damaging across the NHS and ?
causes an issues w…

Wendy Foo @wendy_foo_
RT @janiemoseley: @SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord And disabled OTs struggle to stay in jobs. This needs to be a priority, we should be
the pro…

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @Murphlemurph: @SteveGFord If it were politically confident and diverse, listened to it's members and supported relationships
between ac…

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @TokunboTweetz: @SteveGFord One that is curious and truely willing to learn and move with those of us on the ground. This would
require…

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @SteveGFord I think the main key themes are pushing the profession in the right direction. Co-collaboration
definitely…

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @SteveGFord By recognising some OTs are disabled. RCOT conferences, courses, website, etc. are not
accessible. OT degr…

CatherineGreenlaw @c__greenlaw
RT @CeeCeeOT: @SteveGFord Developing roles with social care - we’re very underrepresented in local authorities and there’s so much
scope fo…

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
@SusanGriffiths5 @SteveGFord The problem is that the foundation is corrupted, a legacy of colonialism that is it is heteronormative,
ablelist & racist Then you want to make change on top of this, with no or limited change seen because the foundation is corrupt & needs
changing 1st #OTalk #OccupationalTherapy
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Ms Rachel Booth )  @OT_rach
RT @Kirstie_OT: Check out the blog for next weeks #OTalk ⬇  We shall be talking CPD with @SLawsonOT X  Tuesday, 8pm.

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
@annekeen55 @OTalk_ @willchegwidden @SteveGFord @theRCOT @unisontheunion This is great Anne, i do hope its positive. Ive
spent MONTHS chasing for updates fron @unisontheunion. Tweets, emails, local branch etc. Finally got a response & it wasnt very
hopeful. #OTalk

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
@preston_jenny @SteveGFord @theRCOT Before being bolder @theRCOT needs to connect with social justice & equity as its
permanent driving agenda in #OccupationalTherapy for profession, members, students & public It needs to be political more vocally &
visibly #OTalk

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @CeeCeeOT: @SteveGFord Developing roles with social care - we’re very underrepresented in local authorities and there’s so much
scope fo…

Look Hear Global & Look Hear Australia @lookhearaust
100% agree - representation matters

Dr Michelle Perryman-Fox Y  @Symbolic_Life
RT @Kirstie_OT: Check out the blog for next weeks #OTalk ⬇  We shall be talking CPD with @SLawsonOT X  Tuesday, 8pm.

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@HelenArnfieldOT @SteveGFord I agree. We have a community department in our organisations but no OT leaderships specifically
within there. Makes no sense to me #OTalk

Helen Arnfield @HelenArnfieldOT
@OTSophie @SteveGFord We have social care communities boards, no OT input... My next area for #research #otalk

SueH.(OccupationalTherapist; ret'd-ish)8 ) % <  @therapy2optimum
RT @preston_jenny: @SteveGFord Rehabilitation, I feel so passionately about this, we mustn’t lose sight of the hugely important role we
pla…

OTEllenC @OTEllenC
@SteveGFord I missed #OTalk but just catching up. I think we need a bigger presence about what we offer - in all services - and benefits
of OT. Making the prof better known e.g. through mainstream media. I think people only know what OT is if they've met one.

OTEllenC @OTEllenC
@SteveGFord #OTalk it annoys me seeing news articles that e.g. GPs have discovered the power of baking, gardening, knitting, whatever
it is so 'prescribing' it as a cure-all. We know occupation is beneficial, but it's complex. We need to bang our drum that this is our specialist
skill set.

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @TokunboTweetz: @SteveGFord One that is curious and truely willing to learn and move with those of us on the ground. This would
require…

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
@SteveGFord @RCOT_CYPF @theRCOT #OTalk

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
@SteveGFord @RCOT_CYPF @theRCOT #OTalk

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
@SteveGFord @RCOT_CYPF @theRCOT #OTalk

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @jwot77: @SteveGFord National branches? It's a 4 nation organisation but it feels very London-centric. A body that gets more
coverage in…

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @OT_Francesca: @SteveGFord The notion of "nothing about us without us" should be OTs priority imo. From research through to
practice w…
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LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @YarnPaw: @SteveGFord I'm not sure that being proud of my professional body is my priority. What would come before that? Trust in
integr…

LecturerMishO P 0 8 %  Q  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @HeatherBaglee: @SteveGFord #OTalk @SteveGFord Integrity following the conference intentions of inclusivity - and being able to
say that…

Gwyneth Ataderie @Gwyneth_OT
RT @OT_Francesca: @SteveGFord The notion of "nothing about us without us" should be OTs priority imo. From research through to
practice w…

Penny Petrie @petrie_penny
RT @MaryBirken: In terms of what needs to be dialled up- Transforming RCOT will lead to action in other themes. #OTalk & as a mental
health…

Becca Fortescue @BeccaFort
RT @SteveGFord: Shall we move on to Q4 What do you think are the biggest opportunities for occupational therapy over the next ten
years? Ho…

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @SteveGFord: Thanks so much for inviting me to host #OTalk. These are exciting times for occupational therapy and I’m really looking
for…

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @SteveGFord: You’ll have seen the strategic themes that I’ve picked up through my conversations in the blog, and maybe the video,
and th…

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @preston_jenny: @SteveGFord Rehabilitation, I feel so passionately about this, we mustn’t lose sight of the hugely important role we
pla…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Kirstie_OT: Check out the blog for next weeks #OTalk ⬇  We shall be talking CPD with @SLawsonOT X  Tuesday, 8pm.

#Hellomynameis Sarah (she/her) Z  %  0  9  @SLawsonOT
RT @Kirstie_OT: Check out the blog for next weeks #OTalk ⬇  We shall be talking CPD with @SLawsonOT X  Tuesday, 8pm.

Heidi-Marie Furr 9  @HeidiMarieFurr
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 30th August 2021 – Start as you mean to go on … how are you going to ensure you are prepared for the next HCPC
audit cyc…

Ezgi Kolasinliler @e_kolasinliler
RT @SteveGFord: Moving on to Q3:How could RCOT help you to be the best possible occupational therapist? #OTalk
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